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• Supports the development and delivery of education and training on all aspects of risk
management for public entities, nonprofit organizations, and small businesses.

• Serves as a resource center and clearinghouse for all areas of risk management.

• Operates an innovative, forward-looking grant and research program in risk management,
environmental impairment liability, and disaster management.

• Operates and manages the PERI Data Exchange, a national database of public sector liability
and workers' compensation claims, judgments, and exposures. The Data Exchange will help
public entities and risk pools improve their risk management programs, make better-
informed policy decisions, and better control liability and workers' compensation costs.
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For complete information on PERI's programs and information services, visit our Web site at
www.riskinstitute.org.
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Foreword
The primary purpose of this resource is to provide small businesses with a user-friendly process

to identify and analyze their risks on an enterprise-wide basis. The author has included forms and
potential loss and impact summaries that may help make the risk identification and analysis process
more manageable. Users should not feel bound to use the process and the forms exactly as described
in this resource. The process described and the forms included are only suggestions. Every small
business has different risks and organizational issues, and users may need to modify the process or the
forms to meet their unique needs.

The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of the H. Felix Kloman, Editor of Risk
Management Reports, who reviewed project drafts and offered extremely helpful comments. The author
also gratefully acknowledges the assistance of William L.Weddle, Jr., Director of the Risk Management
Small Business Development Center, a specialty center of the North Texas Small Business
Development Center Regional Headquarters, who provided advice and insight into the issues that small
businesses face. To the extent this resource is helpful, it is because they helped point the way. The
author alone, of course, is responsible for any inadequacies.

Claire Lee Reiss, J.D., ARM



Small businesses play a critical role in the American economy. They are the engines of change that
drive the evolution of the market economy and produce technological advances and economic growth.
Small businesses also give many people a point of entry into the economy, providing employment and
entrepreneurial opportunities that offer the prospect of eventual upward mobility,'

As the economy evolves, small businesses are born to meet a perceived need in the marketplace.
As long as a business continues to meet a market need and recognizes and responds effectively to
changes in its environment, it will succeed. If it ceases to meet a need or does not adapt to changes in
its environment, it will fail.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Chapter 1

Why Risk Management Is Important
for Small Business

Inherent in the role of small business as the driving engine of change in the American economy
is significant risk for the small-business owner. This connection is reflected in the dictionary definition
of entrepreneur as "one who organizes, manages, and assumes the risks of a business or enterprise"
(emphasis added).' The presence of risk is not intrinsically harmful: risk is simply a measurement of
the potential for deviation from an expected outcome, and the consequences of this deviation may be
either good (resulting in opportunity) or bad (resulting in loss). Thus, from the small business owner's
perspective, risk is the owner's measurement (most of which will be based on instinct) of the relative
probabilities that the business will fall short of, meet, or exceed its goals or objectives.' The process of
dealing with this uncertainty, and trying to achieve the best outcome for the business in a changing
environment, is the essence of risk management.

Thus, risk management is important to small business because it improves performance --
and, ultimately, the bottom line. For example,

D Through effective contingency planning, a business can continue to serve its customers even after
an adverse event affecting the business, its suppliers, its customers, or the entire community.

D A strong quality-control program can improve a business' goods or services, reducing the potential
for lawsuits and improving the business' competitive position in the marketplace.

D An accident-prevention program can help ensure that a business' resources are put to their best
possible use, instead of being diverted to make up for accident-related losses.

D By carefully monitoring the market, a business can prepare to respond rapidly and effectively to
changing needs.

D Advance agreements with lenders for access to financial resources can reduce the likelihood of a
cash-flow crisis.

D Advice from professionals, such as accountants and attorneys, can improve a business' financial
position and its compliance with legal and regulatory requirements.

D By 'working with neighboring businesses, civic associations, chambers of commerce, and local
governments to address community needs, a business can help to improve the overall business
environment.

z. J. Acz, The New American Evolution: The Role and Impact of Small Firms
(http://www.sba.gov/advo/stats/econ_arch!evol_pap.html)

2 Merriam- Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 10th ed. (Springfield, Mass.: Merriam-Webster, 1999).

3 David MeN amee, Business Risk Assessment (Altamonte Springs, Fla.: Institute of Internal Auditors,
1998), 7.
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It is never too late to address risk. All businesses have business plans, which evolve with the
business, responding to changes and challenges in the environment. Risk is simply one issue to be
considered in this ongoing process.

The purpose of this book is to provide small business owners with an easy-to-use resource that
will help them incorporate risk management into their overall management processes. Because small
businesses are so diverse and face so many different needs, this volume is not intended to be a risk
management manual for anyone business. Instead, it provides an overview that can (I) help small
businesses respond to some of their more pressing risks, and (2) serve as an embarkation point for
further incorporating risk management into the business-planning process .:

This chapter has explained what risk is and why it is an essential part of management. Chapter
2 describes a user-friendly process that will help a small business owner identify and respond to the
risks associated with his or her particular business. Chapters 3 and 4 include sample forms, examples
of how to undertake the process, and "checklists" to help businesses identify and address the most
common areas of risk.
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Chapter 2

Risk Management at a Glance
For a small business, risk management means planning for potential deviation from expected

business results. Although most small-business owners have a goal and a plan for reaching it,
unexpected internal challenges or changes in the external environment may either disrupt progress
toward that goal or present unexpected opportunities. A business owner who recognizes this possibility
and plans to respond effectively is practicing risk management.

Risk management is not complicated: it is simply a part of good management, which involves
acknowledging and planning for the possibility of a range of outcomes. A business manages risk by
including it as one factor in management decision making.

Nor is risk management a short-term project that comes to an end once defined goals have been
achieved. It is an integral part of ongoing business management -- a way of thinking, and a pattern of
working with others, that permeates everything that you do as a small business owner. As a small
business owner, you are especially well adapted to manage risk because you are closely involved in all
aspects of operations, and know many of the business' strengths and vulnerabilities.

When defined as "the potential for deviation from expected results," risk is an abstract concept
that, alone, is of little practical use to a small business. What a small business really needs to know is
how specific sources of risk can affect the assets and resources that it needs to accomplish its goals. For
a business, a source of risk is something that creates the potential for a business outcome that is better
or worse than expected.

Some sources of risk arise from factors internal to the business, such as careless or exceptionally
productive employees. Others, such as competition and technological change, arise from outside the
business. And some sources of risk arise from a combination of internal and external causes. For
example, if a business that is located in a known flood plain is flooded, the extent of the damage to
inventory will depend on both external factors (e.g., the severity of the natural disaster) and internal
factors (e.g., failure to plan adequately in the face of a known source of risk). I

Because risk involves, by definition, a deviation from the expected, it is often difficult to
anticipate its sources before an event occurs. Although a small business owner is intuitively aware of

IWhen it is necessary to distinguish between the two, this guide will refer to sources
of risk as either internal or external challenges.

Risk Mangement for Small Business 3
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JJpqp what assets and reso~£es does the business rely t,?;ach!eveits objectives?

,Wh~t sources of risk may affect the business' assets and ~,eS9~rces?
" .. • ,.,- :::;m

'Al;iow might those sources of:Jiskaffect the business' assets and resources?
'"'~''' - - - •. ~,; - .. _Ci··

",.;Inparticular; how might they cause business results to differfrom those that are expected?

:mo,* might these difference~jin results affect the busine

the "normal" variables that affect his or her business every day, a given owner is unlikely to be aware
of sources of risk with which he or she has had no direct experience. And, because a small business
owner is likely to have had direct experience with only a tiny percentage of all the possible sources of
risk, an organized framework for analyzing and responding to risk -- such as that described in the next
few sections -- can be of great value in beginning the risk-management process.

Risk Analysis
Risk analysis is the process of identifying sources of risk and evaluating their potential effect on

your business. Sources of risk affect a business by affecting the assets and resources it relies upon to
achieve its goals. For example, if a manufacturer depends on a specific machine to produce its product,
any internal or external event that can take that machine out of operation, and thereby disrupt the
manufacturing process, is a source of risk. A new government regulation that prohibits use of the

BLlsinessAssets and Res9ur~es

o
_' •./--,.-.".'

business reputation, credit rating, goodwill, m(}1'ke~share, contractual rights.
,,-, '_'<t/ ,',' "0

o Tangible assets and financial resources: "business premises, machinery, and personal property; cash;
inventory; raw materials.

o HuniIznf.~so'urces: employees, business owner.

o ilusiifess'revenue and entitlements: incoming financial resources~a~ cover operating expenses,
including' payments for goods and serVi ; participation in government programs such as empowerment
qr ent~rp!ise:zon:es. ,,'

i",' ~-

o Budgeted costs: the anticipated costs of utilities, raw materials, inventory, supplies, wages and benefits,
transportation, rent or mortgage, taxes, shipping. advertising, and,equipment leasing and maintenance.

o Customers: the group of customers served by the business.

o Suppliers: sources of raw materials, inventory, telecommunications and other services, supplies, utilities,
and insurance.

o Community: the conditions in the geographic region where the business oJlCrates.
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machine; a disaster that prevents access to the premises; a fire or explosion that destroys the machine;
the failure of an irreplaceable part; employee sabotage; and lack of routine maintenance -- all are
sources of risk that, by making the machine unavailable, can cause the business' results to deviate from
the expected. A thorough risk analysis evaluates the likely effect of each potential source of risk on the
organization's assets and resources.

Identifying Assets, Resources, and Sources of Risk
The first step in risk analysis is to identify the assets and resources your business needs to operate

and generate revenue. Tangible and financial business assets and resources -- such as machinery,
supplies, employees, capital, and business premises -- are easy to identify. Other assets and resources
can be less obvious: the talents of the business owner, for example; the business' market share, credit
rating, customer base, and reputation; the ongoing appeal of the product or service; and the budgeted
costs of the inputs that the business uses to produce goods and services.

Once you have identified your business' important assets and resources, the next step in the
analysis is to identify potential risks. Some sources of risk -- such as natural hazards, fires, and
automobile accidents -- are familiar and easy to identify. Other sources of risk -- those that produce
infrequent losses, apply to a small segment of businesses, or are generally regarded as being beyond the
business' control -- are more difficult to identify. But, because such risks can have serious
consequences, from significant financial losses (in the case of risks not covered by the business' basic
insurance) to the complete failure of the business, it is critical to identify and address them.

Constructing and Using a Risk-Analysis Matrix
The next step is to thoroughly analyze how potential risks can affect your business' assets and

resources and cause outcomes to differ from projections. Risk analysis is best done systematically; the
Risk-Analysis Matrix in Chapter 3 can help you organize the process and the information.

The Risk-Analysis Matrix is simple to construct and to use. The "assets and resources" are listed
along the left side, and the "sources of risk" are listed across the top row. Each cell of the matrix
represents the potential effect of one source of risk on one category of assets and resources. These
effects can be positive (benefits) or negative (losses), and can be more neutrally described as

nesses
';:,)1+':

o Commercial and legal relationships: the business' relationships -- which are defined by being written or oral
contracts, course of business dealings, or law - with third parties" including customers, suppliers,' lessors,
lenders, insurers. ........ ,

o Economic circumstances: the characteristics and conditions of the ,general business environment within
which commerce is conducted.

o Human bellaVior:.a broad range- .tive arid.negative p~pran ac .
,; 'it ""':;'" ..;,"i

o Natural and human caused disasters: major events that cause si t damage, destruction, or human
casualties.

o Govemmentactivities: all of the functions undertaken to operate a political unit, including adopting and
enforcing laws and regulations, supplying public goods and services, and contracting for goods and services
from private businesses.

o Technology: the reliance on computer, Internet, and telecommunications resources to conduct a business'
operations: C••: .....

o Management: the exercise of control over business planning and operations in order to achieve business
goals.

Risk Mangement for Small Business 5
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"consequences." Using this tool, you can consider in a systematic way the effect of each source of risk
on each category of assets and resources. The matrix can be used both as a checklist, to stimulate
thinking about risk, and as a working document -- a place to record initial thoughts.

For practical reasons, the sample Risk-Analysis Matrix in Chapter 3 uses very broad categories
of assets, resources, and sources of risk, which can then be broken down into specific elements. (A
single matrix that included all the elements of a business' assets, resources, and sources of risk would
be too large to manage.) You can modify the matrix by adding additional categories or additional detail
under anyone category, and by deleting categories that are inapplicable to your operations. If you wish
to begin with a smaller task, you may initially consider only the most critical aspects of your operations.

For example, subcategories of "Tangible Assets and Financial Resources" (the first category of
"assets and resources" identified on the matrix), could include elements such as the business' premises,
personal property belonging to the business, vehicles, machinery and equipment, inventory, raw
materials, and available funds. Subcategories of "Commercial and Legal Relationships" (the first
category of "sources of loss" identified on the matrix), could include elements such as leases, contracts,
sole-source suppliers, customers, and contractors.

To use the matrix, think of specific potential consequences -- both losses and benefits -- that could
result from the interaction between each source of risk and each category of assets and resources.
Potential consequences can be recorded directly on the matrix. The limited space is not adequate for a
full description, but a brief note or even a check mark -- with an expanded description elsewhere -- will
help you visually identify where risk has the greatest potential to affect your business. For examples of
the types of entries that might be made, see the sample matrix.

You can work through the matrix alone; or, if your business has employees, those who are
sufficiently familiar with the business can be invited to participate in the process. Contributions from
employees are particularly valuable because they often have a different perspective on both positive

IN-atural alsasters,

closmi1~ia majo;employer in the

Opening of a major competitor in a ~siness' industry,

A change in the taxes on the business' goods or services, and

Closure of a competitor.

o
Q

o
o
o

risks ("Is the business missing an opportunity to improve its efficiency or expand its market?") and
negative risks ("Is there a safety hazard on the business premises that could cause serious injury to a
customer or employee?").

Small businesses should not try to identify the potential consequences of risks solely on the basis
of past experience. Most small businesses have too little experience with past risk to reliably predict
the future. Thus, the most important source of information for a small business is a critical analysis of
its operations.

6 Risk Management at a Glance
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Many tools and resources are available to help small businesses analyze risk. The checklists in
Chapter 4 are a good place to start. Each section has a checklist for each source of risk identified on
the Risk-Analysis Matrix. Each checklist identifies subcategories of that source of risk, describes
possible effects that source of risk may have on the business, and suggests some possible responses.
Small business owners can also attend industry educational sessions, talk with colleagues, read
publications, or contact associations that serve their industry. Insurance agents, attorneys, accountants,
and risk-management consultants can also help. However, the single most important tool a business
owner can use to analyze risk is brainstorming -- creating "What if?" scenarios. These scenarios lead
naturally to the next step: identifying actions that can be taken now to address business risk.

Thorough risk analysis should identify both potential positive and negative consequences of risk.
In some cases, the same event may create both 'positive and negative risk. For example, a business may
find that it is at risk of losing customers to a competitor that uses more advanced technology. Viewed
from one angle, this is a negative risk because it may lead to loss of revenue. Viewed from another
angle, however, the risk creates an opportunity to adapt and compete in the evolving marketplace. If
the business invests in the new technology, it may retain -- and even increase -- its customer base and
its revenues.

The potential consequences of risk differ markedly depending on the time horizon, so a small
business owner should consider short, medium, and long time horizons when analyzing risk. In the short
term, adverse events and the resulting losses can easily prevent a business from achieving its goals -- and,
because there is rarely time to take advantage of opportunities that may arise, positive outcomes can rarely
be achieved in the short term.' Thus, short-term responses to fisk will concentrate primarily on strategies
to prevent, reduce the consequences of, or respond to adverse events.

In the longer term, however, a business can take other actions -- such as the adoption of more
effective control systems -- to avoid or mitigate the negative consequences of risk. (Many of these
measures may produce efficiencies or other additional benefits beyond those that are immediately
related to risk.) It is in the longer term, also, that a business can take advantage of changes in the
business environment, such as the availability of new markets or new technology, to improve its
position.'

Setting Priorities

Once you, as a business owner, have identified the potential effects of risk on the business, you
must set priorities for response. Because small businesses often have limited resources, those resources
should be applied to the negative risks or opportunities that are likely to 'have the greatest effect on the
business. Thus, the first step in setting priorities is to estimate the potential financial effects of both
negative risk and opportunities. These effects may come from a range of sources and take various forms
-- liability payments to third parties, workers' compensation benefits to injured workers, expenditures
to replace destroyed property, increases in revenue' from a new marketing strategy, and so on.

One way to estimate the financial effect of negative risk is to estimate the frequency and severity
of the anticipated losses associated with various business activities:

o Frequency refers to how often an event is expected to occur during a given period, such as
one year;

o Severity refers to the expected financial cost arising from a given event.

o Frequency multiplied by severity provides an estimate of the total amount of loss that can be
expected from a given category of negative risk.

2 David McNamee, Business Risk Assessment (Altamonte
Springs, Fla.: Institute of Internal Auditors, 1998),9-10.

3 McNamee, Business Risk, 10-11.
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o Are tfie businesS premises subjectJo flooding or hurricanes?

o Do customers regularly visit the b~~iness premises, which would e~p<>sethe business to bodily- or
peI'§09a1-injury claims? .

For example, a company that operates a fleet of delivery trucks could estimate its financial
liability to third parties for motor vehicle accidents caused by its drivers by estimating how many
accidents it expects over the next year and the average cost of each accident. If the company has an
average of five "at-fault" accidents per year, and the average liability for the accidents is $20,000, the
company's expected cost for motor vehicle liability over the next year is $100,000, assuming it plans to
continue the same level and type of operations. This same approach can be used to roughly estimate the
expected cost of any type of loss. By systematically estimating, for each of its activities, the potential
financial effect of negative risk, a business owner can set priorities for intervention.

Any business should do this analysis even for insured risks for which it will make no out-of-
pocket payments. In the long run, insurance does not transfer the cost of loss: it only provides a
mechanism for leveling those costs over time by exchanging a more variable cost (the cost of losses)
for a more predictable cost (the cost of the insurance premium). Although a business' insured losses
may exceed its premiums in a given year, in the long run its premiums will be large enough to cover its
insured losses, plus the insurance company's expenses and profits -- or else the business is likely to lose
its insurance coverage. Thus, because insurance companies set their premiums to recover their insured
losses and expenses, and to earn a profit (to ensure that the insurance company has a viable business),
businesses cannot afford to overlook even insured losses in their risk assessment.

It is important to note, however, that traditional frequency and severity analysis has significant
limitations:

o First, small businesses will rarely have sufficient loss experience to produce reliable numerical
estimates of frequency and severity. A very small business may not have experienced any losses at
all. And, among small businesses of any size, losses can vary greatly from year to year. A small
business' actual experience often gives little assistance in projecting what will happen in the future.
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The CO$t£~bf Loss: More Than You Might Thjnk

Businesses must be careful to identify all potential costs related to a given type of loss, not just traditionally
insurable costs such as judgments, workers; compensation benefits, arid the direct cost of repairing damaged
vehicles or buildings. For example:

[J Losses due to work-related injury are not limited to statutory workers' compensation benefits and related legal
and case-management expenses. Other costs include loss of productivity, the use of sick time and other
disability benefits, training for replacement workers, benefit payments to an employee who is unable t~?:work;
increased insurance premiums, and the diversion of staff from other activities in order to make up for the
a,l?se , the-injured worker. ....,;; /

4~~:i:;

~ted to the cost of repairin,~ or ~placing damag~d property.' Other,~
costS'/anseYfrom the.inability to th~"property (which may result in1:>usiness-income loss), intteased:"
insurance premiums, and obtaining temIKirary replacements.

9

[J Third~pirtyliability for bodily inp;;y ana property damage is not limited to the amount of a judgment or
settlement. Other costs include attorney(fees,_ court costs, lost productivity of employees involved in the.
litigation; increased insurance premiums, 'imd damage to the business' reputation.

o Second, some events (earthquakes, terrorist attacks, and floods outside of recognized floodplains,
for example) occur so rarely that they will probably never affect a particular business -- but if they
do occur, they may well destroy a business. Although rare but potentially catastrophic events
should be considered in any risk assessment, their low probability and potentially high financial
cost make it difficult to assign them priority in relation to other events that are less costly, but more
likely to occur.

o Finally, frequency and severity analysis does not always identify or measure nonfinancial factors
that businesses should consider when making decisions about managing risk. The direct costs of
negative risk events do not, for example, reflect less tangible losses such as impaired customer
relations, damage to the business' image in the community, and legal vulnerability for failure to
meet regulatory requirements.

One way to modify frequency and severity analysis so that it will be more useful for your small
business is to assign a value of "high" or "low" frequency and severity to each potential type of loss,
instead of trying to estimate an average dollar value and numerical frequency. "High severity" means that
an individual loss event can have a significant effect on your business' ability to sustain operations. "Low
severity" means that an individual loss event is unlikely to have a significant effect. Similarly, "high
frequency" means that you expect the event to occur relatively often compared to other loss events. "Low
frequency" means that you do not expect that type of loss to occur often.

These are subjective assessments, which depend largely on your evaluation of your business'
resources and ability to respond to an adverse event. Generally speaking, smaller companies with fewer
resources are less well-equipped to handle losses than are larger companies, which often have both
greater resources and more effective plans for responding to adverse events. A business owner's
subjective "estimates" make it possible, in broad terms, to compare the potential consequences of
different risks and set priorities for action. This approach also simplifies the assessment of unlikely
(low-frequency) but potentially catastrophic (high-severity) events, such as terrorist attacks. An owner
can simply recognize that these sources of risk produce low-frequency, high-severity events, and move
on to decide what can be done to address them.

When setting priorities for risk management, you should consider not only outright financial losses
but the loss of business income that can arise from business interruption. Business interruption can occur
whenever a' business loses access to the assets and resources it needs to operate. Loss of critical

Risk Mangement for Small Business
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equipment, a key employee, or a line of credit can close down a business. Events that do not directly
affect the business' assets or resources can also cause business interruption if they affect the business'
suppliers, customers, or community. For example, after the September 11, 2001, attack on the World
Trade Center (WTC), many nearby small businesses remained physically intact. Some were forced to
close, however, because they lost their customer base -- either through the dislocation of the 50,000
people who had worked at the WTC or nearby, or as a result of being located within the cordoned-off
disaster area, which prevented customers and employees from reaching the business premises. A
business that recognizes and measures the likely cost of business interruption, whatever the source, is
better prepared to set risk-management priorities.

So far, the discussion of setting priorities has focused on negative risk, but positive risk -- or
opportunity -- is also relevant to setting priorities. Business opportunities differ from purely negative
risk because opportunities can produce either gain or loss, while negative risk generally produces only
loss! When a business owner misses an opportunity to increase revenues -- for example, because of
inattention or insufficient resources -- the results can be as damaging as the consequences of a negative
risk event.

To evaluate an opportunity, a business owner uses his or her financial skills and knowledge of the
community and marketplace to project the range of likely outcomes -- in other words, the amount of net
revenue the owner expects the opportunity to generate and the rate of return on investment this
represents. This range of outcomes provides one basis, but not necessarily the only basis, for choosing
between that opportunity and other potential uses of company resources. Legal and regulatory
requirements, customer relations, public image, industry or market evolution, and substantial risk of
poor performance are among the factors that can affect the ultimate decision. Thus, when a business
owner sets priorities, he or she should consider both negative risks and opportunities, and assign priority
to whatever combination of strategies promises the best business outcome -- that is, resources should
be applied where they can most.effectively reduce losses, increase revenue, and meet the other needs of
the business.

A small business owner is ideally positioned to perform this integrated analysis of negative and
positive risk. From the perspective of an owner, there is no need to set "risk priorities" apart from other
priorities. Risk is one of the variables to consider when managing the business' current operations and
planning for the future.

Use the Financial Impact Worksheet in Chapter 3 to organize your thoughts and record your
assessments of risk. A separate worksheet should be prepared for each source of risk. The worksheet
can be used to set priorities -- to address first the risks that pose the greatest threats to, and opportunities
for, the business. There is no "right way" to set priorities. You should make the best assessment
possible, even if that means simply grouping risks into "action" and "no action" categories. The sample
Financial Impact Worksheet in Chapter 3 shows examples of the types of entries that might be made.

Risk Response
After you identify risks, assess their potential consequences, and set priorities for intervention,

you must decide what action to take. What should be done to guard against potential losses and to take
advantage of potential opportunities? Which courses of action will be most beneficial to your business?
To answer these questions, you must first identify the options.

Most techniques for responding to risk fit into one of three categories:

o risk control,

o risk sharing, or

o risk communication.'

4 A full discussion of evaluating business opportunities is beyond the scope of this
resource; however, there are excellent free materials on the Internet to help with the
process of business planning. See the Small Business Administration Web site, at
http://www.sba.gov.

·5 Felix Kloman, "Four Cubed," Risk Management Reports, no. 10 (October 2(01).

http://www.sba.gov.
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These categories are complementary, not exclusive. Most organizations, including small
businesses, need a risk-response program that employs techniques from all three categories.

Risk Control

Risk-control strategies reduce the effect of risk on a business; in other words, they are intended
to minimize the extent to which outcomes differ from projections. Risk-control efforts that are
undertaken before an event occurs are designed to reduce the frequency or severity of such events; those
that are undertaken afterward are designed to control the severity of the losses. Risk-control strategies
include, but are not limited to, (1) post-loss claims management and (2) traditional loss-prevention and
control methods that address issues such as workplace safety, driver safety, and the safety and security
of the business premises.

Risk control can do more for your business than reduce its exposure to negative risk.

First, risk control can help you identify opportunities. To evaluate the need for risk control, you
must first closely examine the business'· operations. In the process, it is likely that you will identify
opportunities to improve results _c by, for example, improving efficiency or reaching out to new
markets. An observant and responsive business owner will consider these opportunities when setting
business priorities.

Second, the changes you make to address negative risk may produce ancillary effects, some
positive and some negative. For example, replacing aging and dangerous equipment in order to protect
workers may also improve efficiency. Replacing old and worn carpeting to improve the safety of
employees and customers at a retail store may also make the premises more appealing to customers.
But replacing worn carpeting with a new tile floor can increase the risk of falls if the floor is too
slippery. And that new, more efficient, and supposedly safer equipment may simply pose different
dangers to workers than the old equipment it replaced. Carefully identify both positive and negative
ancillary effects to ensure that you fully understand the costs and benefits of proposed risk-control
strategies.

The universe of risk-control strategies is limited only by your imagination. However, most such
strategies fall within one of the following categories:

D Eliminate an activity that produces negative risk. That is, don't begin the risk-producing
activity, or stop it once it has begun. Although this strategy is highly effective, it is often
impractical because it interferes with the essence of business activity: putting assets at risk
to achieve returns. Businesses that avoid negative risk also forego opportunities.

D Change an activity to reduce the likelihood of negative consequences. Your business may
change its activities to reduce the frequency or magnitude of potential losses. These changes
can address any number of variables: equipment, processes, supervision, record keeping, and
training are just a few.

D Limit investment in a new opportunity. A business owner who wants to pursue a new
opportunity may choose to control the associated risk by limiting the initial investment.
Although this strategy may limit negative risk (the potential losses if the new venture fails),
it may also limit positive risk (the potential payoff if the venture is successful).

D Create and practice contingency plans to guide response. Contingency plans help expedite
and improve a business' response to events that may affect the business or the surrounding
area.

D Manage events to minimize losses. Respond to events as soon as they occur to reduce the
ultimate damages. For example, the prompt and effective investigation and administration
of claims by third parties can help reduce the final amount of a loss. And, rapid and effective
response to the loss of critical resources and assets (such as property, customer base,
workforce, supply chain, or utilities) can help your business restore normal operations more
quickly, and thereby reduce losses.
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Risk Sharing
Risk sharing shifts all or part of the responsibility for a risk-producing activity, and/or any

resulting financial consequences, to another party. Risk sharing can both limit your business' exposure
to risk and help finance any losses that occur. Hiring independent contractors to perform tasks that a
business would otherwise undertake itself is an example of risk sharing.

When a business contracts to share the financial consequences of risk with another party,
generally an insurance company, it is using risk sharing as a risk-financing device. And, when a
business hires an independent contractor to perform an identified group of activities and to assume
financial responsibility for any resulting losses, usually through a contractual indemnity agreement,
commercial insurance, or both, risk control and risk financing are combined.

Some risk-sharing strategies can have significant ancillary benefits. For example, an experienced
contractor who specializes in a particular type of work can often perform the necessary tasks more
safely, more efficiently, less expensively, and at a higher level of quality than a business' employees can.
Outsourcing work to such a contractor serves multiple business purposes.

Insurance is a contractual risk-sharing agreement between an insurer (often a commercial
insurance company) and an insured (the person or organization that may experience losses). In
exchange for the insured's premium payment, the insurer promises to pay part of the insured's losses.
Insurance does not relieve an insured of financial responsibility for covered losses. If the insurer
becomes insolvent, the insured is still directly responsible for the loss. And, over the long run, the
insured will usually pay more in insurance premiums than the value of the insured losses. Correctly
calculated premiums will reflect the expected value of the insured's losses," plus the insurer's expenses
and profit.' Insurance does, however, allow a business to spread the cost of its losses over time and to
improve the consistency of its financial results (because losses are paid for through periodic premiums
rather than when they occur).

Many small businesses rely on insurance to protect their assets from negative risk consequences.
But insurance contracts are carefully worded legal documents that are designed to protect the interests
of the insurance company, not those of the insured business.

Each contract includes a statement of what the policy covers (the insuring agreement), and
specifies deductibles (portions of the loss for which the insured remains responsible), exclusions
(causes or types ofloss that are not covered by the insurance), limits of coverage (a limit on the amount
the insurance company must pay), and terms and conditions. All of these provisions limit the coverage
provided by the policy. A small business owner who relies on insurance for protection from risk, as
many must, needs to carefully review, and be sure that he or she understands the coverages and
limitations included in insurance policies

Risk Communication
Effective risk communication involves all interested parties in a coordinated effort to identify and

address both positive and negative risk. Coordination and information-sharing help businesses make
wise risk-management decisions. In a small business with few employees, internal risk communication
is easily accomplished if the business owner provides strong leadership and involves the employees in
the risk-management process. But risk communication is not limited to communication within the
business. It also involves reaching out to customers, suppliers, trade associations, community
organizations, local governments, small business counselors, and professional-services providers such
as attorneys, accountants, and insurance agents.

6. The "expected value" of the insured's losses is the dollar value of insured losses
that the insurer expects the insured to have over the policy period.

7. Large businesses usually pay insurance premiums that are partially determined by
their actual losses. Small business insurance premiums generally are not directly
determined by a business' own losses, but are partially determined by the losses
usually experienced by that type of business. If an insured business repeatedly
sustains losses to the extent that the insurer cannot make a profit, the insurance
company is unlikely to continue insuring that business.
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Using Insurance to Finance Risks of Loss
Most small businesses do not have the internalfinancial resources to b~~.risks of loss without help. A small
business may be forced to close if a fire destroys its operations, or a customer sues it for injuries that occur on its
premises. Appropriate insurance coverage can help a small business survive the financial consequences of
negative risk. Some examples of basic insurance coverages small busines~es can use as risk-sharing tools are as
follows:

D Workers' Compensation and Employers' Liability Insurance - Workers' compensation coverage is
mandatory in most states, and provides the benefits required by the applicable workers' compensation statute
for employees who sustain a work-relatedinjury or illness. Emplox:;~§' Liability Insurance, which is usually
included as part of a Workers' Compensation policy, covers the employer's liability for an employee work-
related injury or illness that is not covered by any workers' compensation statute.

D Business Auto Insurance - COvers the§p~iness' liability for bodiJ.~;;injury and property d~~ge to others
arising'fiomits operation of ~ot?E\fec~~~~s./Also. coyers the b~s91~ss for, physical damage ~ojts lllospr
vehicles. Most states require some form 9f:auto liability insurance for registered motor vehicles. . !

D Commercial Property Insurance - Covers the business for certain types of damage to, or loss of, real and
personal property.

D Equi~inent BreakdownlBoiler and .•M~thinery - Covers loss caused by the sudden' ~d accidental
breakdown of covered equipment. Mostof the losses covered by equipment breakdown coverage are
excluded by commercial property policies. ~

D (:0 ~ial ~eneral Liability Insurim
b a1 injury ,,'" .

exclusions or a vanety, 0

Coye~s ~7 insured's liability t? others for
'~jury :rising 'fro irisured'si;premises,
causes of loss, which ften covered under more.specu

-fM~tW
.nal Lialiuity Insurance.- Cove~!1iability arising from pro{e~sional services provided't9clients;Y·

Crime b.surance - Covers money, sectiri~ties, and other typeS'~i'i::Property against loss due •.to theft by
~mployees or others, burglary, robbery, exto!;tion, and computer fraud:'

Business Interruption and Extra Expe~iInsurance ....'Covers the business for loss of income caused by
inte . n Ofi~~business actiyiti~s dueto;physical damage to ce . property, and for additionalex '~~s
the bUsin~ss incurs after such damage to ayoid Of reduce business ption.

.,'j£'O ' ,<,"

Many smhlIbusinesses obtain muchofJhe. ge they need through a!lllsinessowners' Package Policy, w c
'.comb' ~ous gell~ra1.liability>an:d pro .. .. 'insuranc~. coverages ~to. one policr- However, commeri(iat

mplex, and it is easy to unkDowingly buy policies tbaJ?do not adequately cover the business'
exposures. A trusted insurance advisor that knows about the business can help the owner select policies that
provide appropriate coverage for its needs.

Creating a Risk Action Plan

The risk consequences you selected as priorities in earlier steps are the foundation of the risk
action plan. The first step in the creation of the plan is to identify alternative responses to each
consequence. In the case of risks that have never affected your business, identifying potential responses
isn't easy; the checklists in Chapter 4, which were used to help identify sources of risk, and which also
identify some possible responses to risk consequences, may be of help. A small business owner's most
important tool for identifying potential responses is brainstorming -- either alone, or with employees or
advisors -- to find solutions that will work.

The next step is to identify the potential costs, benefits, and ancillary effects of the most
promising alternatives. In this part of the process, it is important to avoid thinking narrowly, The costs
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The Role of Risk (:ommunication in Risk Management
Major suppliers, A business that depends on a major supplier may be forced W cut back or discontinue operations if

hipmentsstop, To address ..risk, the busin~.~~ supplier stratrgie
entarrangement~with.. . uppliers, that will . '~'.
the business'cannot m:U(e .

gin using multiple suppliers,

Major customers. Businesses are just as dependent on their major customers as they are on their major suppliers: A
business tha Sells to one, or to just a few major customers, may fail if it suddenly-loses those customers (for example,
because 0 al disaster). It is ad~ab.w ...' with majo~ cust~mers ab<>ut:.~th parties' contingency plansf~r
dealing wi ential business disruption.; business owne[feels tha{the biisiriess remains rable atter.these
conversations, diversification of the customer base may be the answer.

~~ .0 . .

Community'organizations and local govemmem«. A small-business owner who establishes good communication with
local govef!lIllent and community can better prepare for events that may involve government or
communi ' .. e response, and can ensure or she is thoroughly local ordinances and
regul~ti cable to the business.

Providers,p ;professional services, such accountants, and
.wide vari~ty of information and advice to help businesses comply with the

c- o V· "':f. . "". .

SnuzllB~siiit~;Developme~t Centers. TIle S~allBusiness Developme
. network esscounsejing; centers ~ " by the U:S. Small B... '" s dministration. ,Wt@'lilmost l~(~t .
locations natIonwide, the SBDC network pro¥l es current and prospective sJnall~b\Islness owners with information an~.
guidance £l~ut business management .. /F'(Mote information and a directory of locations are available at
http://www.sba.gov/sbdc/mission.html.) ..

of a strategy may include, for example, not only direct expenditures for goods and services, but
diversion of employee time from other activities, reductions in efficiency, or the commitment of other
business resources. Benefits of adopting a strategy may include any anticipated improvements in the
business' position -- reduced losses, improved efficiency, increased competitiveness, or improved
employee morale, for example. It is particularly important to be alert for ancillary effects. They may
not be immediately obvious, but they can make the difference between adopting and rejecting a strategy.

In many cases, the most sensible strategy will be clear, but you should resist the temptation to
simply select a strategy and move on. In the case of significant potential losses or opportunities, doing
some research, and perhaps seeking guidance from professionals or peers, is well worth your time.

The Risk Response Worksheet in Chapter 3 provides a simple format for organizing and
comparing cost and benefit information about potential response strategies. For examples of the types
of information that might be included, see the sample Risk Response Worksheet.

A good risk action plan includes elements of risk control, risk sharing, and risk communication.
Each serves a different purpose, and it is seldom sufficient to rely on one approach. Consider all three
approaches for each category of risk that you evaluate to have a more effective risk action plan.

After you select strategies for addressing the most significant risks, you are ready to create a risk
action plan. The plan identifies each of the strategies that have been selected, assigns responsibilities
for implementing the strategies, and establishes target completion dates. The Risk Action Plan shown
in Chapter 3 offers one way to organize this information. A separate action plan can be completed for
each risk area. For examples of the types of entries that might be made, see the sample form
in Chapter 3.

14 Risk Management at a Glance
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It is easier to adopt response strategies than to implement them, monitor the results, and make
changes as necessary. In most businesses, especially small businesses, distractions inevitably divert
attention and resources elsewhere. The Risk Action Plan is designed to help keep the business on track
-- or to bring risk management back into focus if efforts are temporarily derailed.

A Never-Ending Process
For risk management to succeed, it is essential for you to see it as an ongoing process, not just a

one-time project. Why is this perspective so important? First, although a business owner may think that
the business is not changing, businesses that don't change rarely succeed; thus, changes are inevitable
for an ongoing business, and so are the risks they bring with them. For example,

D If a retailer adds a new product to inventory, it may increase both its revenues and the risk of
product-liability litigation.

D If a service provider adds new services to its offerings, it may increase both its revenues and
the risk of litigation alleging negligent delivery of those services.

D If a business previously had no employees but decides to hire a small workforce, it may
improve its customer service, but it also increases its risk in a range of areas related to
employment -- from discrimination to wage and hour laws to occupational health and safety.

D If a business remodels its premises, it may attract new customers, but may also be required
to make those premises accessible under the Americans with Disabilities Act and similar
state legislation.

to respond to the ris
commumcanon, and risk S
of trucks brings with it-the risk of motor vehicle and the resulting risk of bodily
damage. To address these risks, an employer might implement it number of risk-control

D

D

D

D

nrategies are chosen, they'\v.ill b~,m.ore effective if the drivers participate in the design of the
program; in other words, implementing·su~cessfufl.oss-c.ontr.o1 strategies requires effective risk communication.
But eve~l«fJte)}Usiness adopts every conceivaplensk-control measure and includes its employees in the design
of the an accident (and resultio.gl.osses)may still occur. Thus, the business also needs a strategy to
pay fo tosses, For a small business, this strategy is likely to include insurance .: a form of risk sharing;

D If a business renews the lease for its premises, it may find that under the new terms, it will
be unable to terminate the lease commitment even if a disaster renders the surrounding
premises or the entire community uninhabitable.

Not only do individual businesses change, but the world changes around them. Small businesses
are now at risk from dangers -- from computer viruses to terrorism -- that were not even on the horizon
ten years ago, and new sources of risk are constantly emerging:

D Changes arising from the legal system are almost certain. Laws and regulations change, as
does case law, which is the source of much business liability.

Risk Management for Small Business 15
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o The needs of the community from which the business draws its customer base will change
over time. Being aware of these changes, and reinventing the business to serve emerging
markets, is essential for ongoing success.

o Technological chang,es -- which can affect a business' product line or ability to operate cost-
effectively -- are more rapid than ever. A business owner needs to keep current.

The list of potential sources of risk could go on and on, to the point of being overwhelming. As
an owner of a small business, you need not feel that you must abandon all other areas of management
to fully address risk. As noted at the beginning of the chapter, the key is to make risk management part
of the business management process, by creating an organization that is:

o Strongly committed, at all levels, to considering risk in all business decisions,

o Focused on the current and future needs of its customers,

o Aware of, and engaged with, all aspects of its environment, and

o Flexible enough to respond rapidly to changes in the business environment.

A small business with these characteristics is well situated to bring risk considerations into its
general management process, and to thereby improve its business results and long-term viability.
Incorporating risk into ongoing management activities is a way of helping to ensure that a business is
successful, and of avoiding the stress that comes from attending to risk at the worst possible time: when
something has gone terribly wrong.

Every business will face challenges in the course of its life, and a small business that consistently
incorporates thinking about risk -- into both its day-to-day activities and its long-range, strategic
planning -- improves its ability to respond to such challenges. As a small business owner, you need to
be aware of what can happen to the business; do your best to defend against adverse events; and plan
wisely to deal with the events that, despite your best efforts, will inevitably occur.
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Chapter 3

Worksheets

Commerdal and Legal Relationships
The relationships between the business and other people or entities that are defined by the terms of
written or oral contracts, course of business dealings, or law.

Economic Circumstances
The characteristics and condition of the general business environment within which commerce is
conducted.

Human Behavior
A broad range of positive and negative human activity that may affect a business' ability to reach its
goals."

Natural and Human Caused Disasters
Major events that cause significant damage, destruction, and/or human casualties, arising either from
natural hazards (such as floods, wildfires, earthquakes, hurricanes, thunderstorms," tornadoes, or
snowstorms) or human caused events (such as acts of terrorism "andmajor industrial accidents).

Government Activities
All of the functions undertaken to operate a political unit, including adopting and enforcing laws and
regulations, supplying public goods and services, and contracting for goods and services from private
businesses.

Technology
The reliance on computer, Internet, and telecommunications resources to conduct a business' operations
and achieve its goals.

Management
The exercise of control over business planning and operations in order to achieve business goals.
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Chapter 4

Sources of Risk, Effects of Risk, and
Strategies to Deal with Risk
o Commercial and Legal Relationships (p. 43)

o Economic Circumstances (p, 47)

o Human Behavior (p, 53)

o Natural and Human Caused Disasters (p. 61)

o Government Activities (p. 67)

o Technology (p, 73)

o Management (p, 83)
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Commercial and Legal Relationships:
Risk Checklists

Thebusiness' deallngs with others that are defined by the terms of written
or oral contracts, course of business dealings, or law.

Potential Sources of Commercial and Legal Relationship Risk

0 Leases of property.

0 Franchise agreements.

0 Licensing agreements.

0 Supplier relationships/contracts.

0 Customer relationships/contracts.

0 Employer/employee relationships.

0 Contractor/subcontractor.

0 Insurance program.

Potential Effects of Commercial and Legal Relationship Risk
o Tangible Assets and Financial Resource Base

• A business that leases property may be financially responsible for damage/destruction of the
leased property and loss of lessor's rental income.

• A business may have contractual liability to property owner for failure to comply with lease
terms.

• A business may lose use of leased property or its investment in improvements and betterments
if leased property is damaged or destroyed, or lease is canceled.

• A business may be financially responsible for damages arising from the acts of its employees or
agents in the scope of their work.

• A business may have direct liability for damages arising from its own negligent hiring,
supervision, and retention of an employee or agent.

• A business may be legally responsible for unauthorized contractual commitments by an
employee or agent if the business appears to give the agent or employee authority to make the
commitment.

• A business' property or records may be damaged or destroyed by a contractor hired to work on
them.

• The failure of a business' insurance to pay losses (whether due to insurance carrier insolvency,
exhausted limits of coverage, exclusion of loss under policy provisions, failure of business to
comply with terms and conditions of coverage, failure of business to purchase insurance as
required by a contract term) may require the business to pay those losses directly.

• A contractor may disrupt a business' operational plans by failing to complete work on time on
an essential business asset (for example, construction or renovation of premises, development of
new software system).

• A business may have contractual liability for failure to purchase insurance as required by a
contract term (for example, a lease of property).

• A business may incur additional interest/penalty charges on its line of credit if it is unable to
make loan payments due to major customer contract breach.
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• A business may be liable to a customer for loss of or damage to the customer's property while
in the business' possession, or during transit to the customer.

• A business may have statutory or common law liability to customer for injury or property
damage due to business' defective product.

• A business may have contractual liability to customers for breach of express or implied warranty

o Intangible Assets

• A business operating under a franchise agreement may lose the goodwill and reputation
associated with that franchise due to franchisor insolvency or damage to franchisor reputation.

• A business that breaches the terms of its franchise agreement may lose the right to operate as a
franchisee.

• A business operating under a licensing agreement may face unexpected
competition if the licensor grants a license to another business.

• A business may suffer damage to its credit rating, market share, customer base, or
reputation if it fails to comply with its contractual obligations because its supplier has failed to
provide essential goods and service.

o Human Resources

• The business may be able to increase the flexibility of its work force and better
respond to changing needs by using contractors or temporary employees as part of its work force.

o Business Revenue and Entitlements

• The failure of a supplier/vendor to provide goods and services critical to the business' ordering or
distribution system may reduce the business' revenue and increase its costs.

• Options and incentive provisions included in business contracts may provide opportunities for
greater revenue by meeting specific performance benchmarks, or for expansion of the business
by offering an opportunity to extend operations into new regions.

• The business may be forced to reduce its operations and suffer a loss in revenue if a supplier fails
to provide essential goods, services, or utilities.

• An unexpected change in the cost of essential goods and services may affect the business'
revenue projections.

• A business that has a good relationship with an important supplier may have an opportunity to
buy a supplier's excess inventory at a lower cost, reducing business' cost (and increasing its
profit) on that inventory.

o Budgeted Costs

• An opportunity for relationships with new suppliers for essential goods and services may cause
the business' costs to fall below projections.

o Customers
• A business that loses a line of credit, an important supplier, or mandatory insurance may be

forced to reduce or cease operations and may temporarily or permanently lose customers.
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• A business may lose customers if a supplier's breach of contract prevents the
business from fulfilling its contractual commitments.

o Suppliers

• If customer demand decreases for the business' goods and services, the business may be unable
to accept delivery of, or pay for, goods and services for which it has contracted with its
suppliers, resulting in contractual liability and disruption of the relationship.

o Community

• Initiating new commercial relationships (with trade groups, advertising media, technology
providers, complementary businesses, and other partners) can expand and upgrade the
community from which the business draws its customers.

Potential Strategies to Address Commercial and Legal Relationship Risk

o Negotiate options and incentive arrangements that will permit expansion and growth of the
business through growth of revenue, expansion of territory, etc.

o Plan in advance to deal with events that may disrupt transactions with suppliers and customers.

o Invest in multiple ordering systems (Internet, 800 number, fax, telephone, and mail), enabling
the business to continue taking orders if one system temporarily fails.

o Diversify customer base to avoid dependence on just a few customers.

o Diversify supply stream to avoid dependence on one source of essential supplies or services.

o Make advance arrangements for back-up sources of essential supplies and services, and for
equipment and supplies that will be needed in an emergency (example: generators, alternative
water supplies, essential raw materials, transportation and delivery service).

o Identify critical operations and prioritize them to receive supplies in the event of a disruption
in the supply stream.

o Confirm that suppliers of essential services and materials have adequate contingency plans to
minimize disruption of their operations.

o To avoid sudden cost increases, contract for purchase of energy utilities at fixed price within
the business' budget constraints.

o Review all purchasing procedures to ensure that contracts fairly allocate risk to the party that
can best control the outcome, and that insurance requirements and indemnification and hold
harmless agreements are reasonable.

o Review all contracts (especially standardized form contracts prepared by the other party) for
unfairly adverse allocations of risk, insurance requirements, and indemnification and hold
harmless clauses.

o When negotiating leases, try to eliminate provisions that will force the business to continue
paying rent if the premises are uninhabitable, seriously damaged, inaccessible or located in a
development where most of the other businesses - especially anchor stores - are so seriously
damaged they are unable to operate.

o Know the responsibilities and remedies of both parties in a franchise agreement, and have the
agreement and projections reviewed by an attorney and an accountant before signing.

o Include appropriate indemnitylhold harmless clauses and insurance requirements in contracts
for goods and services to be supplied to the business.
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o Include surety and performance bond requirements In appropriate contracts, such as
construction contracts.

o Assign responsibility for cost overruns in contracts.

o For service businesses, prepare client contracts that clearly establish the scope of expected work
and deliverables; realistic deadlines for task completion; professional fees; responsibility for
cost overruns; ownership rights; and a procedure for contract termination by both parties.

o Confirm that contractors and suppliers maintain the insurance they are required to have under
their contract and that the business is named as additional insured wherever required.

o Have procedures to ensure high quality of the business' goods and services: train and supervise
employees; adopt clear quality standards; inspect finished products prior to sale; and inspect/test
serviced items prior to release to customer.

. 0 If the business produces or uses the product of another in its work, maintain accurate records
that allow the business to trace the source of component parts in the event of end-user injury.

o Secure legal review of advertising, packaging, instructions, and express warranties for product
or service, to avoid any unanticipated express or implied warranties.

o Provide clear, accurate, and thorough instructions with all products.

o If the business resells property manufactured by another, ensure that original packaging,
materials, and instructions accompany the product.

o Perform a due diligence investigation of potential contractors and suppliers to assess their
solvency and ability to fulfill contractual obligations on time, within budget, and without
damaging the business' property; and to confirm that contractors and suppliers have the financial
resources to satisfy any contractual indemnity agreement in favor of the business, through their
own resources or through contractual insurance coverage.

o Ensure that adequate financing is arranged for risk from contractual and legal relationships.

o Annually or when operations change, review business' own risk financing arrangements,
including the limits and scope of coverage provided by the business' insurance policies, and
compare them to the business' current scope of operations to ensure that existing arrangements
continue to meet the business' needs.

o Investigate the business' need for professional errors and omissions insurance, completed
operations and/or products liability coverage.

o Keep all current and past insurance policies safe and accessible.

o Before entering into a franchise agreement, investigate the franchisor to determine whether it has
a good business reputation in its industry, provides a good and uniform quality of goods or
services, is financially stable, supervises its franchisees to maintain quality, adequately markets
its brand, and has a planned rate of expansion that will not reduce quality or compete with
existing franchisees.

o Establish and enforce procedures to ensure security for, and appropriate use of, all business
purchasing/credit cards.

o Ensure that employees and agents thoroughly understand the limits of their authority and
document these limits in employee job descriptions and contracts with agents.

o Avoid any action that third parties (including suppliers and customers) may interpret as
authorizing employees or agents to take action beyond their intended scope of authority.

o Have well documented procedures for iinportant business processes; train employees about
those procedures and monitor and enforce compliance.
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The characteristics and condition of the general business
environment within which commerce is conducted.
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Economic Circumstances: Risk Checklists

Potential Sources of Economic Circumstances Risk

o Inflation (a continuing rise in the general price level).

o Deflation (a continuing decrease in the general price level) ..

o Recession (a period of reduced economic activity in the region or nation).

o Recovery (a period of rebounding economic activity following a recession).

o Changes in the business' industry (including changes in the level of demand for the business' goods
and services; technological innovation or obsolescence; changes in closely related industries).

o Interest rates (the amount charged by lenders to borrow money) and lending requirements (other
requirements borrowers must meet to borrow money - such as providing collateral).

o Unemployment rate (the percentage of the labor force that is unemployed).

o International currency exchange rates (the price at which one nation's currency trades for another
nation's currency).

o Foreign or domestic trade barriers (government regulations that restrict international trade, such as
tariffs, quotas, and licensing requirements).

o Competition (the degree to which the business has rivals for customer business).

o Financial resources available to the business (resources the business can use to respond to an
emergency or take advantage of an opportunity).

o Government expenditures (the government's spending policy).
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Potential Effects of Economic Circumstances Risk
o Tangible Assets and Financial Resource Base

• Inflation may erode the value of a business' financial assets and accounts receivable.

• Recession may impair, and recovery may increase, a business' access to investment capital.

• Changes in the business' industry may change the value of its assets and its ability to attract
capital.

• Changes in interest rates and lending requirements may affect the ease with which the business
can borrow money to expand or make other investments.

o Intangible Assets

• Deflation may damage the business' credit rating if the business' cash flow becomes inadequate
to repay existing loans.

• A business' ability to respond effectively to changes in its industry may affect its reputation and
market share.

• Inflation may decrease the value of fixed payments owed to the business under existing
contracts.

• A change in the level of competition in its industry may increase or decrease a business' market
share.
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•

• Financial failure of a business' franchisor during a recession may diminish or destroy the value
of the business' franchise rights.

• The value of a business' rights under its contracts may be diminished if its contract partners
fail during a recession.

• A change in international currency exchange rates or foreign or domestic trade barriers may
affect the profitability of existing contracts to buy foreign goods or sell the business' goods
abroad.

o Human Resources

• A high unemployment rate may enable the business to hire skilled workers for lower pay and
benefits.

• A low unemployment rate may require a business to provide higher salaries and benefits to
attract skilled workers.

• An economy in recession and with high unemployment may provide the business with a
greater opportunity for a flexible workforce, by hiring skilled workers as contract workers or
temporary employees.

• A recession affecting demand in the business' industry may require the business to layoff .
valuable employees who may not be available when a recovery begins.

• A high level of competition in an industry that requires skilled workers may increase the cost
of hiring, decrease worker availability, and cause businesses to raid one another's staffs.

o Business Revenue and Entitlements

• Inflation may increase the business' gross revenue from sale of essential goods and services,
for which customers cannot easily reduce their demand, or from sale of goods and services that
substitute for higher priced equivalents. (But whether the business' profits increase depends on
the level of inflation in its own costs of doing business.)

• Deflation may reduce business revenue by reducing demand for the business' goods and
services, as customers defer purchases hoping for further price reductions.

• Deflation may reduce business revenue if falling prices prevent the business from charging
prices adequate to recover its existing and inflexible costs.

• A recession in a community or wider area may reduce business revenue by reducing demand
for the business' goods and services.

• A change in international currency exchange rates or foreign government tariffs can affect the
revenue realized by a business on sales to foreign buyers.

• Changes in a business' industry may increase or decrease the business' revenue by changing
the level of demand for its goods and services.

• The competitiveness of the industry and the business' ability to differentiate itself may affect
the business' revenue.

• The availability and cost of business capital (investment or borrowed) may affect the business'
ability to increase its revenue by expanding or changing its operations to exploit an
opportunity.

• Government incentives to operate in economically depressed "enterprise zones" may allow the
business to expand its operations and its revenue.

• In a business that depends on government contracts, a change in government spending policy
may increase or decrease revenue.
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Chang~s in Technology, Industries
An indu~try's ..revenues will likely fallit'Hts products or services becOInyobsolete or are repl(iced by new
technology. <An example is the replacemeh1 of VHS tapes by DVI>s. An fu(fustry's revenues may'also fall if its
product or service is directly related to products or services that are becoming obsolete or being replaced by new
technology. For example, the demand for stereo turntable repair services diminished with the rise of music CDs.

The industry format for delivering particular goods and services may also change, leaving businesses that follow
the old format at a disadvantage, even if an industry's products and services are not obsolete. Small businesses
often mti~! compete with large, well-finans~ Shainstltat take over an indu§tfY. For example, mostwdependent
bookstores and hardware stores must fuid' creative ways to compete with' national chains, or el~e go.'0 f
business. ' .\

o Budgeted Costs

• Inflation may increase the business' costs of doing business and reduce the business'
ability to obtain the materials, supplies, inventory, labor, premises, equipment, and
services it needs to operate.

• Recession may increase business inventories (and cost of maintaining those
inventories) due to reduced demand for the business' goods.

• The unemployment rate may affect the cost of hiring an adequate number of skilled
workers.

• Exchange rate fluctuations can increase or decrease the business' cost of using
foreign goods and services.

• Changes in interest rates may increase or decrease the cost of obtaining business
credit.

• Foreign or domestic trade barriers that affect a business' industry may alter its costs
for international transactions.

• Instability in the prices for raw energy materials can produce unexpected changes
in business costs.

• Advertising costs may increase in an increasingly competitive market.

• Development of a "hard" insurance market can increase the business' costs of
financing its risks.

• Inflation in the market for employee benefits (for example, health care insurance)
will increase the cost of maintaining the business' work force.

o Customers

• Inflation may reduce customer demand for the business' goods and services
(especially nonessential ones) as the business must increase prices to cover its
increased operating costs.

• Deflation may reduce customer purchases as customers defer purchases in
anticipation of further price decreases.

• The unemployment rate may affect the level of customer demand for the business'
goods and services by altering the pool of potential buyers with reliable incomes.
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•

• A general recession may reduce customers' spending, but position surviving businesses for a
strong comeback with fewer competitors and a more efficient operation.

• Changes in consumer loan interest rates or lender credit requirements may affect customer
purchases of major items that require loan financing.

• Exchange rate fluctuations can increase or decrease customers' demand for a business' goods
and services, by affecting their cost in their own currency.

• The level of competition in the business' industry and location may affect customer loyalty to a
particular business.

• Loss of a major local employer due to economic·decline in the employer's industry or a general
recession may prompt loss of population, and reduce the available customer base.

o Suppliers

• A recession may interrupt a business' supply of crucial materials, goods, and services if its
important suppliers fail.

• Volatility in the energy market may affect the availability of power.

• Domestic trade barriers may prevent suppliers from importing required goods and reduce their
ability to provide those goods to the business.

• A labor action in the transportation industry can interfere with delivery of supplies to the
business.

• A hard insurance market may reduce available risk financing options, as insurance carriers
withdraw from certain markets.
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o Community

• A national or regional recession may reduce a community's available customer and worker base
if residents leave the community to seek better opportunities.

• Governments may have difficulty maintaining public infrastructure and services in times of
recession, due to declining tax revenues.

• Deterioration of public infrastructure and services (roads, schools, public safety services, utility
services) due to government fiscal problems may cause population loss.

• Increasing competition from major chain retailers in rural environments may drive small
businesses out of that sector.

• Demographic changes in the population may change the mix of businesses the community can
support.

Potential Strategies to Address Economic Circumstances Risks
o Promptly collect outstanding accounts receivable.

o Diversify the business' goods, services, and business model to include necessities that customers
purchase even in difficult economic times, and avoid over-reliance on a limited group of
suppliers or customers.

o Maintain a strong relationship and a good credit history with the business' bank.

o Identify and respond to changes in the business' industry by keeping goods and services current;
respond to customers' changing needs and interests; stay alert for obsolescence; and keep
methods of operation or production current.

o If the business sells its goods internationally, or uses products from another country, know how
trade barriers and fluctuating international currency exchange rates can affect the business and
its customers, and make appropriate provisions in contracts.

o If the demographics in the business' area are changing, know how that may affect demand for
the business' goods and services.

o Stay aware of developments in industries that are major customers.

o Adjust production level/inventories to take advantage of increased demand and avoid excess
accumulation of inventory if demand weakens.

o Develop contingency plans for responding to the decline of a major customer or an industry
from which the business draws customers.

o Respond to changing government spending priorities.

o Identify the weaknesses of competitors and devise competitive strategies. For large chain store
competitors, compete by providing better service, higher quality, a better selection for a niche
market, or on other non-price related grounds.

o Before investing in business opportunities, project the initial investment required, the ongoing
costs that the business will incur, and expected revenues, using several sets of assumptions that
reflect how start-up results may vary. Use these projections to evaluate whether the opportunity
will produce a sufficient return to justify the investment.

o Stay aware of developments in the national and local economies, and make advance plans for
buffering the effects of recession, or seizing opportunities during a recovery.
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o Be aware of potential changes in interest rates and their likely effect on customer
purchases. If the business sells goods for which customers often must obtain loans,
avoid having excessive inventory on hand during periods of rising interest rates.
Plan in advance the business' strategies for keeping customers buying when interest
rates are high.

Understand thoroughly the terms (including any adjustable interest rates) of the
business' loans and know how much cash flow is needed to make required loan
payments.

If the business is a franchise, remain informed about the franchisor's
financial status.

When entering into long-term contracts to sell goods to others, recognize the likely
increase in the business' operating costs over time.

o

o

o

* * *
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Human Behavior: Risk Checklists

A broad range of positive and negative human activity that
affects a business' ability to reach its goals.

Potential Sources of Human Behavior Risk

o Negligent behavior (failure to use reasonable care under the circumstances).

o Intentional behavior (behavior that is deliberate, although the consequences may not be
anticipated).

o Criminal behavior (behavior that is forbidden by law, or failure to behave as required by law,
which subjects the offender to legal punishment).

o Positive behavior (other behavior that benefits the business) .

o Negative behavior (other behavior that damages the business).

Potential Effects of Human Behavior Risk

o Tangible Assets and Financial Resources Base

• A business may be liable for bodily injury and property damage caused by the business owner,
the business' employees, or its agents. (Sources include motor vehicle operations, unsafe
business premises, careless business operations, and defective products and services.)

• A business may be liable for personal injury caused by the business owner, the business'
employees, or its agents. (Examples of personal injury liability are false arrest, malicious
prosecution, assault and battery, defamation, and invasion ofprivacy.)

• The behavior of third parties may damage or destroy the business' property or financial
resources. (Sources include motor vehicle operations, vandalism, theft, arson, fraud, employee
embezzlement, careless handling of flammable materials/electricity, riots, and faulty work by a
contractor on business premises or property.)

• A business that takes possession of the property of others for a business purpose, such as making
repairs, may be liable if its failure to use due care results in the property's loss, damage, or
destruction.

• A professional (such as a doctor, lawyer, nurse, engineer, architect, psychologist, or accountant)
who fails to perform with the care and to the standards expected of that profession may be
legally liable for resulting damages to a client.

• A business that fails to adequately control fire hazards may be legally liable for damage to its
leased business premises or to adjoining businesses' premises, arid for any resulting loss of use
or loss of business income.

• A business may be subject to civil action and criminal prosecution if it defrauds its customers.

• A business may be liable for trespassing, or intentionally intruding on, another's land without
permission. Trespassing can include intrusion by people or by tangible substances used or
generated by the business.

• A business may be liable for creating a nuisance, or substantially interfering with, neighboring
property owners' use and enjoyment of their land. A nuisance can be created by intangibles,
such as offensive odor, or excessive noise or light from a manufacturing process.
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• A business may lose or be unable to use its premises if neighboring property owners fail to
control fire hazards on their own property, resulting in fire that spreads to the business' property.

• A business' ability to use its premises may be diminished if a neighboring property owner
trespasses on the premises or creates a nuisance.

• A business' financial resources may be embezzled by a trusted employee.

• Employees or customers may steal business personal property, such as inventory and supplies.

• Members of the public may vandalize the business' premises.

• Employees may sabotage the business' computer system.

• A business can incur substantial legal fees and costs to either defend or pursue claims arising
from human behavior.

o Intangible Assets

• Publicity about the business may decrease (if negative) or increase (if positive) its reputation and
market share.

• Any human action that decreases the business' financial resources (for example, uninsured major
losses due to employee embezzlement or a major tort loss) can reduce the business' credit rating.

• Competitors may appropriate a business' intellectual property (patents, trademarks, copyrights,
trade secrets), causing the business to lose valuable intangible assets or incur substantial legal
costs to enforce its ownership rights.

• Third parties - especially competitors - may intentionally interfere with established contractual
relationships between the business and its customers.

Malicious prosecution is the act of brin~g unjustified legal actions another or using
for a purpose for which it is not intended. For example, bringing charges against a customer for shoplifting
when the business does not have areasonable basis for believing the committed the crime can result
in the ens er suing the business, for malicious prosecution.

False arrest is intentionally holding a person against his or her legal justification. It caD involve
either physical restraint or intimidation. If a business holds a person against his or her will because that person
"looks like" he or she may be a shoplifter, but without a reasonable basisfor believing that he or she is actually
shoplifting, the business may be liable for false arrest.

Assault is the act of threatening a person with bodily harm or other:!~ffensive physical contact. Battery is
actually causing such physical contact. A business may be sued for/assault if, without legal justification, it
threatens a customer with physical force to prevent the customer from leaving the premises. It may be snedJor
battery (as well as false imprisonment) if its employees physically restrain a person by using offensive bodily
contact.

Defamation is saying or writing something false about a person or anotherbusiness, which damages th~ person's
reputation or disparages the business' product or service. Businesses that provide job references for prior
employees or include identifiable competitors in their advertising must be very careful not to make false,
disparaging statements. A business that falsely accuses employees or customers of theft or other illegal or
immoral behavior in front of other people (including other employees and customers) may also be sued for
defamation.
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o Human Resources

• A business may lose valuable employee productivity, and be responsible to pay
workers' compensation benefits, if an employee is injured.

• Labor disputes may reduce the available workforce through strikes and sick-outs.

• Employer treatment of employees (including fair and non-discriminatory treatment, competitive
pay and benefits, and the general work environment) may affect the quality, turnover, absence
rate, and productivity of the employer's workforce.

• Violent acts by a disgruntled employee or customer may injure employees.

• Competitors may recruit key employees or employees with special skills.

o Business Revenue and Entitlements

• If a business is forced to close or curtail operations because its property is damaged or destroyed,
it may lose business income pending repair or replacement.

• If the business' workforce becomes less productive, business revenue is likely to fall.

o Budgeted Costs

• Employee behavior can decrease the business' budgeted costs If employees are careful, efficient,
and conserve business resources, or can increase costs if employees are wasteful or pilfer
supplies and other business property. .

• A business may be able to lower its costs if the owner or employees recognize and adapt to
changes in technology or other aspects of the business' environment.

o Customers

• Employee behavior and service can attract customers or cause them to go elsewhere.

• The level of competition in the local market can affect customer loyalty to the business and its
product or service.

• Publicity generated by citizen "watchdog" groups, consumer ombudsmen, and others who
publish reviews of business goods and services can affect customers' view of the business.

o Suppliers

• Sabotage, vandalism, or accidents that affect suppliers of lifeline services can prevent them from
delivering critical water, power, telecommunications, Internet, sewer, refuse collection, and
other critical services to the business.

• Labor actions .against any of the business' suppliers can prevent or slow the delivery of critical
goods and services, including transportation and delivery services, raw materials, supplies,
inventory, or tools and equipment.

• Negligent actions of the supplier's employees can disrupt the business' activities if its orders for
critical materials and supplies are lost, or the wrong materials and supplies are delivered.

• Any human behavior that prevents a supplier of outsourced business functions (such as
invoicing, payroll and accounting services, fleet maintenance, housekeeping services, or
information technology support) from carrying out its functions can disrupt the business.
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o Community

• Human behavior that damages or impedes the operation of a community's transportation system
may prevent customers, suppliers, the business owner, and the business' employees from
accessing the premises.

• A decrease in a community's consumer spending for any reason, including a decrease in
population, a rising unemployment rate, economic recession, or fear due to political instability,
may affect the community's business environment.

• Damage to the community's environment may decrease its desirability as a place to locate.

• The educational level of the community's population will affect the demographic attributes of its
work force and its customer base, which will be a factor in the success of a business in the
community.

Potential Strategies to Address Human Behavior Risk

o Protect against bodily injury and property damage claims:

• Maintain safe business premises; involve all employees in an ongoing effort to identify and
immediately remedy unsafe conditions.

• Limit access to the business' vehicles.

• Limit driving on the business' behalf to designated employees with demonstrated driving ability.

• Carefully control access to, and use of, business motor vehicles or other dangerous equipment.

• Consider requiring a driver training program and periodic driving record checks.

• Identify important business safety issues and train employees how to address them.

• Establish and follow a quality control program for the business' products and services. Train
employees to look for and immediately address quality issues.

o Protect against personal injury claims:

• Strictly limit who can give references for prior employees, and be certain that person
understands the risks associated with making negative comments about prior employees.

• Adopt a policy limiting references for prior employees to confirmation of prior employment,
dates of prior employment, position held, and salary grade.

• Conduct employee disciplinary conferences and proceedings in a private setting, away from co-
workers.

• Avoid negative comments about identifiable competitors in advertising.

• Deter shoplifting by having an adequate number of employees on site, arranging the premises
so employees can continually observe customers, and providing special security for small, high-
value items.

• Adopt, and train employees to follow, procedures for dealing with suspected shoplifters that are
based on the observed conduct of the customer rather than the racial, ethnic, or age group of the
customer, and that will not give the suspected shoplifter a good legal basis to sue for false arrest,
defamation, or malicious prosecution.

• Have the business' lawyer review and approve the business' procedures for dealing with
suspected shoplifters.
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• Confront suspected shoplifters without unduly attracting the attention of bystanders.

• Avoid accusations while gathering the facts.

• Avoid force.

• Post a clear notice at the store entrance if the business reserves the right to inspect customer's
packages upon exit, and train employees not to use force if a customer refuses.

o Protect the business' property, financial resources, and ability to continue operating:

• Assess the vulnerability of the business premises to robbery and break-in and use appropriate
deterrents, such as strong locks, bars, alarm systems, fences, nighttime security guards, and
secured cashier areas.

• Identify activities on the premises that may damage business property through fire, explosion,
or other hazard, and train employees how to minimize those hazards.

• Assess fire and explosion hazards posed by adjacent properties, and take appropriate measures
to make the business' premises resistant to those hazards.

• Establish strong internal controls to discourage and detect employee embezzlement and fraud.

• Establish contingency plans for continuing operations after loss or damage to important

business property.

o Develop procedures to protect customer property in business' possession:

• Adopt and follow procedures for identifying customer property, such as tagging property and
keeping it in individual, labeled containers.

• When accepting customer property, describe the property in writing, document any defects in
its condition, and avoid recording assumptions about properties that would affect its value (i.e.
gold vs. gold-colored).

•
• 'l.imitedsignature authority for o~siness checks,

• Separation of invoice approval and £heck. writing functions,

• Security for business credit card~, busines~ finanCial records, and business bank accounts,
including security for passwords permitting online access and transactions,

• ! ~ecuritY¥3Jld check::outprocedu,lfeiS[or val~able business assets sllcIl as catS, cel1 phones; and lapt9P'
~,.;

computers,

• ....{\ssig~ 9~h drawers to specific eiliplo)'~~ aJld match contents with transactions at the
. begillIlirig and end of each shift,

• Annual audit of financial records,

• Required vacations for bookkeepers,

• Inventory control system, and

• Spot checking invoices with vendors;
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• Adopt and follow procedures for accounting for customer property, which include identification
of employees who accept, handle, and return customer property to its owners.,

• Require customers to acknowledge in writing receipt of their property when it is delivered back
to them.

• Secure valuable customer property kept on the business premises and limit the employees who
have access to it.

• Inspect all valuable customer property before returning it.

• Where appropriate, prominently disclaim liability for certain types of customer property left
with the business (for example, dry cleaners disclaim responsibility for certain types of damage
to clothing, and parking garages disclaim responsibility for damage to parked vehicles).

o Avoid trespass or nuisance claims:

• Do not enter onto (or allow materials, employees, or customers from the business' premises to
enter onto) adjoining property without permission.

• Know and abide by any legal restrictions on generating light, noise, and fumes.

o Eliminate conditions that foster the spread of fire:

• Train employees to conduct activities in a manner that minimizes the likelihood of a fire that can
spread to adjacent premises.

• Have employees keep the business premises, inside and outside, free of clutter and dead
vegetation that may serve as fuel for a fire to pass between the business' premises and adjacent
properties.

• Contact public safety authorities if visible conditions on adjacent properties present a fire risk.

• Address any structural features that make the business' building vulnerable to fire from adjoining
premises.

o Limit professional liability:

• Know and abide by all standards of care of the profession, including ethical standards.

• Be familiar with common liability exposures for the profession.

• Avoid making promises or warranties about the outcome.

• Have the client sign an agreement that describes in detail the scope of work to be performed and
compensation to be paid.

• Avoid making any promises (for example, stating that the professional will use "the highest
standard of care") that will elevate the legally required standard of care.

• Document all professional services provided.

o Reduce negative publicity by addressing and resolving customer complaints as soon as they are
raised.

o Implement internal financial controls that will provide an audit trail, ensure employee
accountability, and deter employee embezzlement.
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o Protect the business' intellectual property:

• Note copyright and reservation of all rights on written work, and register with the U.S.
Copyright office for additional protection.

• Obtain a patent on inventions.

• Register trademarks or service marks through the U.S. Patent and Trademark office.

• Protect trade secrets and require nondisclosure agreements from those who must be made aware
of them.

o Retain the business' customer base:

• Distinguish the business by offering some unique aspect of service or selection that competitors
cannot match.

• Keep employees satisfied and productive, to improve customer service.

• Promptly address and resolve customer complaints.

o Maintain workforce productivity and reduce turnover:

• Keep the workplace safe to avoid employee injury.

• Treat employees well to maintain morale and reduce turnover.

• Provide employees with appropriate training to maintain and develop their skills.

• Provide positive feedback and adequate supervision

o Meet budgeted costs:

• Train employees how to use resources efficiently.

• Solicit employee suggestions for approving operational efficiency.

• Provide employees with appropriate training to maintain productivity during transition to new
equipment or new procedures.

o Avoid disruption of supply chain:

• Diversify supply sources.

• Keep a backup inventory.

• Develop advance contingency plans that identify alternative sources.

o Support the community:

• Support the educational system.

• Support maintenance of the transportation infrastructure.

• Help protect the environment.

* * *



Major events that cause significant damage, destruction, and/or
human casualties, arising either from natural hazards (such as floods, wildfires,

earthquakes, hurricanes, thunderstorms, tornadoes, or snowstorms)
or human-caused events

(such as acts of terrorism and major industrial accidents},
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Natural and Human Caused Disasters:
Risk Checklists

Potential Sources of Natural and Human Caused Disaster Risk

o Winter Storm (blizzards, ice storms)

o Earthquake

o Landslide, Mudslide

o Sinkholes

o Erosion

o Windstorms

o Hurricanes

o Tornadoes

o Thunderstorms and Lightning

o Wildfire

o Flood

o Tsunami

o Volcanic Eruptions

o Drought

o Heat

o Cold

o Weapons of Mass Destruction Terrorist Attack

o Riots and Civil Unrest

Potential Effects of Natural and Human Caused Disaster Risk

o Tangible Assets and Finandal Resources Base

• The business' premises and other assets (such as buildings, plant or equipment, improvements
and betterments to leased property, motor vehicles, computers, and business records) may be
physically damaged or destroyed.

• Damage to a business' records and computer system may prevent the business from tracking its
inventory.

• The business may sustain uninsured costs to repair or replace damaged business premises or
assets (insurance deductibles, damages caused by excluded causes of loss, damages to excluded
property, coinsurance penalties, coverage at less than "replacement value," and damages in
excess of the limits of coverage).
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• Utilities (including electricity, natural gas, water, and sewer) may fail, rendering the business
premises uninhabitable and possibly causing physical damage to the premises or materials and
supplies (burst water pipes due to lack of heat; spoilage of refrigerated foods due to loss of
electricity).

• The business may be financially liable to third parties for disaster-related damage to their
property while in the business' possession.

• The business may be financially liable to third parties for bodily injury occurring on the
business' premises during a disaster.

• The business may be financially responsible for the cost of cleaning up environmental
contamination caused by a disaster-related release of toxic materials stored on the business
premises.

• A business forced by a disaster to curtail or suspend operations may have contractual liability
for failure to make contracted deliveries to customers, or to accept contracted deliveries from
suppliers.

• The business may face opportunistic criminal activity after a disaster, such as vandalism and
looting.

• The employer may have workers' compensation liability for employee injury or death.

o Intangible Assets

• The business may lose market share to competitors if it is forced to close, if customers cannot
reach its premises, and if customers find other sources for the goods and services it provides.

• The business' ability to borrow money may be reduced by post-disaster changes in its financial
circumstances or by changes in the community's business environment.

• A business facing prolonged closure may lose its rights under business contracts.

o Human Resources

• The business will lose the productivity of skilled employees who are injured or killed.

• If the business is forced to close temporarily and does not keep valuable employees on salary, it
may lose them permanently.

• Damage to a business' records and computer system may prevent the business from issuing
paychecks to its employees.

• Employees may be unable to come to work if the community's transportation infrastructure is
damaged or if the employees must stay at home to take care of family needs (for example, the
family home is damaged or schools are closed).

• Employees' productivity may decrease if their attention is diverted from work to the disaster and
its aftermath.

• The business owner's attention may be diverted from the business' recovery needs to the
recovery needs of the owner's family.



• If the transportation/delivery system is damaged, the business may incur extra expenses for
temporary alternative premises, alternative shipping to customers and from suppliers, and
alternative transportation of employees to the work site.

• The business may have to pay more for alternative/replacement utilities and telecommunications
services.
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o Business Revenue and Entitlements

• If a disaster affects key suppliers and disrupts delivery of essential materials, supplies, or
services to the business (including contracted transportation and delivery services), forcing the
business to curtail or discontinue operations, the business will lose revenue.

• If a disaster directly affects the business' assets and operations, preventing it from producing
goods and services at the same level or delivering those goods and services to its customers, the
business will lose revenue.

• The business may lose revenue if it sells non-essential goods and services that customers do not
buy after a disaster.

• The business may lose revenue if the effects of a disaster change the demographics and the long-
term business environment in its area.

'. The business may increase its revenue if it can stay open and provide essential goods and
services that customers need after a disaster.

• The business may increase its revenue if it changes its business model to respond to changing
needs in its surrounding community.

o Budgeted Costs

• The business may incur extra expenses to repair or replace the business premises and assets and
resume operations faster.

• The business may incur additional expenses to clean the premises after a disaster, and to rent
interim temporary storage space for perishable or easily damaged assets.. , .

• The business may have to pay higher costs than were budgeted to replace materials, supplies,
and services formerly provided by key suppliers that are directly affected by a disaster.

• The business may incur extra cost to temporarily or permanently replace employees who are
injured or killed.

• The business may incur additional advertising expense to retain or rebuild its customer base.

• Insurance premiums may increase after a disaster.

• The business may face price gouging for the building materials and services it needs to repair
the premises (for example, contractors, services, lumber, nails, etc.).

o Customers

• Telecommunication, e-mail, and InternetfWeb site services may fail, preventing the business
from receiving orders or communicating with customers.

• If a key customer is unable to operate, or operates only at reduced capacity, the business may
lose part of its customer base.

• Customers who find satisfactory alternative sources of goods and services may not come back
to a business that was forced to close or was difficult to access during the emergency.
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• A business that stays open and offers essential goods or services that customers need after a
disaster may increase its customer base at the expense of similar businesses that close.

• A business that stays open but offers non-essential, discretionary goods and services may lose
customers as they redirect their buying habits to disaster recovery needs.

o Suppliers

• Utility supply lines or facilities may be damaged, disrupting utility service to the business, and
preventing it from operating or forcing it to operate at reduced capacity.

• Key suppliers that are directly affected by a disaster may be unable to deliver essential materials,
supplies, or services to the business, forcing it to curtail or cease operations or preventing it from
delivering to its customers.

• Damage to the business' records and computer system may prevent the business from paying its
suppliers.

• The business may permanently lose its leased premises if its landlord cancels the lease rather
than repair heavily damaged buildings.

o Community

• Physical access to the business premises may be impaired by damage to the local transportation
infrastructure or by order of civil authorities, preventing the business from operating.

• In the long run, disaster may change the demographics and buying habits of people in the
community from which the business draws customers, which may either improve or reduce
demand for a particular business' goods and services.

• A post-disaster community redevelopment plan may use disaster recovery funds to redevelop the
area in a way that improves or reduces business opportunities in the disaster area.

• A disaster may exacerbate existing negative trends in a community's business environment: if
the local economy was already weak, it may fail.

• Disaster related changes in the composition of the community may motivate the owner to adapt
the business to meet a new and different set of customer needs, and improve the business' long
run prospects.

Potential Strategies to Address Natural and Human Caused Disaster Risk

o Assess the business' vulnerability to various natural and human-caused disaster events.
o If the business has inventory or property that is vulnerable to utility disruption, for example, frozen

food, ensure that the property insurance covers loss arising from disruption of utilities due to
damage occuring at another location.

o Make the business premises more disaster-resistant by installing physical retrofits and
safeguards and making changes in the way it uses its premises (for example, elevating
vulnerable items in a building subject to flooding; securing items in earthquake prone areas; and
securing roofs along the Atlantic coast).

o Alter business processes to reduce disaster consequences (for example, reduce or eliminate the
use of toxic materials that pose an environmental threat if released).

o Adopt a written emergency action plan for each type of disaster the business may reasonably
expect, have the plan easily available, and update and practice it regularly.
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o Assign disaster responsibilities to specific employees in advance, in the disaster response plan
(closing business, sandbagging, shutting down production process, turning off utilities, securing
windows and doors, moving inventory to the second floor, taking valuables offsite, etc.); conduct
actual or tabletop practices.

o Train employees in safety procedures that will help them avoid injury in case of a disaster.

o Ensure that the business owner and management employees have complete and updated contact
information for all employees with them at all times.
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o Make advance arrangements for employees to communicate with one another if conventional
means (cell phones, land lines) are unavailable.

Obtain adequate business income interruption and extra expense insurance coverage for the lost
income and additional expenses it may incur during recovery from a disaster.

Obtain insurance for the business' potential liability for the property of customers that may be
in its care, taking care that the insurance covers the types of property and the types of potential
disasters the business faces.

Identify in advance the resources the business must have to continue operating (for example,
emergency funds, equipment and supplies, services, utilities) and make contingency plans for
obtaining those resources if the usual sources are not available.

Identify and remedy any "bottlenecks" where the business is unusually susceptible to disruption.

Identify alternative premises the business may use if it cannot operate from its current premises
and relocation is feasible. Develop a plan for notifying customers of the new location.

Regularly back up all business records crucial to continuing business operation and keep back-
ups offsite.

Remain aware of any trends in the local economy, the industry, or the location that may affect
its decision about continuing the business if a disaster occurs. (Are the business' customers
gradually moving away or patronizing stores in another location? Is the business in an industry
that is becoming obsolete? Can the business survive without the anchor store in its complex to
bring in foot traffic?)

Before investing the owner's funds, insurance proceeds, or SBA loan funds in business recovery,
prepare a new business plan that considers long-term viability of the present business and
potential opportunities presented by community changes after the disaster.

Participate in post-disaster community redevelopment efforts.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

* * *
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Government Activities: Risk Checklists

All of the functions undertaken to operate a political unit, including adopting and
enforong laws and regulations, supplying public goods and services, and

contracting for goods and services from private businesses.

Potential Sources of Government Activities Risk

D Business, property, or income taxes.

D License and permit fees.

D Land use regulations.

D Environmental regulations.

D Employee health and safety regulations.

D Employment practices laws.

D Employee benefits laws.

D Discrimination and sexual harassment laws.

D Product liability laws.

D Law of Sales (including warranties).

D Consumer protection laws.

D Intellectual property laws (trademarks, patents, and copyright).

D Fair Trade Practice laws.

D Government taking of business property.

D Business subsidies.

D Ban on, or direct regulation of, a product or service.

D Temporary government mandates or exercise of police powers.

D Mandatory product recalls.

D Legislative or administrative hearings about an industry or a line of products or services.

D Enterprise zone creation.

D Government contracting requirements.

D Government legal or regulatory action against the business or the industry.

D Class actions against the business or the industry.

D Criminal action against business or principals.

D Government-Provided Services (utilities; waste disposal; public safety [police and fire]; judicial
system [civil and criminal]; educational system; transportation infrastructure; land use, planning,
and zoning; building code enforcement; hazard mitigation and emergency response; public
health).
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Potential Effects of Government Activities Risk

o Tangible Assets and Financial Resource Base

• Government may restrict or expand. use of business premises through zoninglland use
ordinances or other legal proceedings.

• Government changes in the permitted uses of adjacent properties or the community's
transportation infrastructure may affect the desirability of the business location and value of the
property.

• A business may lose owned or leased premises by government condemnation.

• Changes in the interest rate may alter the value of a business' financial resources.

• A business may expend financial resources to defend itself against government regulatory action
based on its employment relationships (discrimination on grounds of disability, race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, gender, age, pregnancy; retaliation; sexual harassment; failure to
meet tax withholding requirements; failure to comply with minimum wage and overtime laws;
payment of workers compensation to injured workers; employee privacy).

• Preservation of a business' assets may depend on effective governmental emergency response, to
adverse events, such as fire or criminal acts.

• A business' assets may be damaged if the government fails to supply utilities (water, electricity,
telecommunications, natural gas).

• The costs of a government mandated product recall can exhaust the business' financial resources.

o Intangible Assets

• Government statements about, or investigation of, specific businesses, products, or industries
may affect a business' or industry's reputation.

• A business' credit rating may be affected by any government action that affects its available
financial resources.

• A government's change in enforcement of patent, trademark, copyright, and trade secret laws
may affect the value of a business' intellectual property rights.

• Commercial codes and judicial case law may affect the business' contract rights.

Governme~tActivities Can Affect Biisiness
Every day the federal government and state and local governments take actions that affect busin'ess. For
example:

• A local g~state government's l~rg-~~rm ~adwork project can ~at1y~duce business as custom~r~ avoid
the c~ngested area. .' <;;2' "".)" ' .,;;, .' ;: 'M' j,

Ch~ges in the federal governmentfS~!fetT~rism Alert I.:.evelor wiunulgs that terrorist attacks' maY7!>e
directed against a certain type of business can reduce the business' customer traffic.

A local government's reduction of police protection can expose a busipess to robberies or burglaries.

A business that relies on a line of credit to finance its inventory can have increased costs of borrowing
from federal monetary policy.

A business that is located in an area redeveloped by a local government as an upscale shopping area may
thrive due to.increased business, or may ,fail, if it cannot successfully compete in that changed market,

•
•
•
•



o Business Revenue and Entitlements

• Changes in government subsidies or other benefits may increase or decrease business revenues.

• Government incentive programs can provide an opportunity to increase revenue.

• Tax changes may increase or decrease net business revenue.

• The effectiveness of a government's response to an emergency or disaster (restoration of
essential utilities and services, repair of transportation infrastructure, permission to reenter the
area, response to a burglar or fire alarm) may affect the ultimate amount of the business' income
loss.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

o Human Resources

• Employment practice laws may increase the costs and difficulty of hiring a work force by
affecting recruitment/advertising requirements; prohibiting certain job interview questions;
prohibiting certain employment screening devices such as performance testing, psychological
testing, drug testing, and polygraph testing; imposing limitations on certain reference and
background checks; and requiring employers to check for employee immigration status.

• Nonproductive activities required by government mandates may consume employee time.

• Government laws may affect the availability of employees for work (for example, the Family
Medical Leave Act).

• Governments may impose additional employment related mandates on businesses that contract
with them (for example, local government "living wage" and federal "drug free workplace"
requirements).

• Compliance with occupational safety and health laws may reduce employee injuries and lost
time.

• Government laws may reduce the business' ability to define its relationship with employees
(erosion of "employment at will" or "independent contractor" status).

• Government may prohibit or impair employee access to business premises.

o Budgeted Costs

• A change in government-imposed costs (such as permit and license fees; taxes; Social Security
and Medicare taxes; unemployment insurance tax; user fees for government provided goods and
services) may directly affect the business' ability to stay within its budget.

• Government laws and policy decisions (such as international trade controls; environmental
regulations; mandatory workplace safety practices; vehicle inspection/repair requirement;
recordkeeping requirements; increased security precautions; employment practices and
consumer protection laws; and undertaking military action) may indirectly affect the business'
ability to stay within its budget.

• Changes in the interest rate may affect the cost of borrowing to invest in further development of
the business (for example, by purchasing new equipment and facilities).

• Government building regulations (disabled accessibility, building and fire code requirements,
designation as historical) may change the cost of adding to/renovating business premises.

• The level of fire protection provided by a government may affect the business' property
insurance rates.
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o Customers

• A government's change in its sales, service, or other excise tax rates may increase or decrease
the business' customer base by changing the cost of making purchases in that jurisdiction.

• A government action that prohibits or impairs access to the business' premises may cause the
business to lose customers.

• A government action that increases customer traffic to the business' location (for example by
adopting mass transit or improving roads) may increase the business' customer base.

• Ineffective law enforcement and a high crime rate in the business' area may reduce customer
visits.

• Government entities may be a source of business.

o Suppliers

• Government action that directly affects the costs of the business' suppliers may increase
suppliers' costs of doing business, and those increases may be passed on to the business in the
form of higher costs.

• The government may prohibit or impair supplier access to the business' premises for delivery of
essential goods or services.

• Government action may indirectly affect a supplier's ability to meet its commitments to the
business at the contracted price (for example, transportation disruption> homeland security
activities, or activation of employees who are serving in the military reserves).

• Local governments may be suppliers of critical services to the business.

o Community

• The local government's actions may affect the size and composition of the population from
which the business draws its customer base, which will affect their buying needs and interests.

• Government recruitment of competing or complementary businesses to the community may
change competition in the business' environment.

• Positive changes in the community's educational system may improve the work force pool and
demographics of the potential customer base.

• Enterprise zone creation may improve the business environment for the community.

• Promotion of the community as a travel or conference destination can improve the business
environment for the tourism industry.

Potential Strategies to Address Government Activities Risk

o Identify and comply with legal and regulatory requirements pertaining to the business'
activities.

o Read publications in the business' industry (such as association magazines and newsletters) for
information about, and suggested responses to, emerging legal and regulatory issues.

o Become involved in business groups and associations that address legislative issues affecting the
business' industry.

o Before making a major investment in new operations, confirm that the community's zoning
requirements will permit the planned use of the business' premises.
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Be A\,!ar~.of All Employment J.aws
, -" ;;£/

To avoid legal penalties, business owners must know and comply with allthe federal, state, and local-laws that
apply to their relationship with their employees. Employment laws prohibit discrimination in biril}g or
conditions of employment based on a number of factors, including disability, race, color, religion, national
origin, age, and gender. They also govern issues such as pay for overtime, minimum wage and employment of
minors, family medical leave, employment of alien workers, unemployment compensation, and worker safety
and compensation for work related injuries.

o Diversify the business' customer base to avoid dependence on anyone customer, including a
government entity or group of government entities.

o Know and comply with the purchasing requirements of the governments with which the business
contracts.

o Place the business on government vendors' lists to obtain notice of requests for proposal.

o Actively participate in business and civic groups and work to help ensure quality governmental
services and a good business environment.

o Know the local government's plan for restoring or continuing essential services after a disaster
or other disruption. Participate in any community planning efforts.

o Develop contingency plans for continuing operations and preserving vulnerable inventory or
equipment if the government fails to provide essential services, such as utilities.

o Work with other businesses and the local government to promote the community and address
long-term problems such as the educational system.

o Have multiple locations so the business can continue to operate even if the location is shut down
due to a localized failure of essential government services.

o Read local business newspapers and the business section of local papers to identify emerging
problems and government contracting opportunities.

* * *
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Technoloqyr Risk CheckLists

Potential Sources of Technology Risk

o Financial investment in technology (hardware, software, peripheral devices, Web sites, wireless
communications devices).

o Dependence on technology (electronic storage of important business records, critical operations,
marketing, transactions, production, research).

o Published Web site content (advertising, information, links).

o Internet use.

o Employee use of business technology (Internet, E-mail, wireless communications,
telecommuting).

o Dependence on, and system access by, technical support providers (employee, contractor).

o Technology-centered business model (products, services).

Potential Effects of Technology Risk

o Tangible Assets and Finandal Resources

• Business may lose financial investment in technology due to damage, destruction, theft, or
obsolescence.

• Electronically stored business records and customer information may be vulnerable to theft or
destruction.

• Hackers may steal electronically stored trade secrets, business plans, and marketing strategies.

• Technology may improve inventory management.

• The business may have legal liability for copyright, trademarks or service mark violation, or for
business model patent infringement for its Web activities.

• The business may have legal liability for defamatory content on its Web site.

• The business may have legal liability to users that rely (to their detriment) on inaccurate content
of its Web site.

• The business may have legal liability to users based on the content of Web sites to which it links
its Web site.

• The business may have legal liability to owners of other Web sites to which it provides "deep
links" (other than to the home page) without permission.

• Employees may expose the business to liability for breach of anti-spam laws during marketing
activities.

• Employees may use technology (especially e-mail) to commit acts for which the business may
be liable, such as sexual or racial harassment of, or discrimination against, other employees;
fraudulent business practices; or criminal activity.

• Wireless communications technology (such as cell phones and two-way radios) may increase
productivity by facilitating contact with off-site employees.
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• Cell phone and two-way radio systems may fail to work during a regional crisis due to network
overloads.

• Employees may claim health problems from extensive use of cellular phones.

• Employees may expose the business to liability for motor vehicle or other accidents they cause
while using a business-owned cell phone.

• Employees may expose the business to liability or embarrassment by using unencrypted e-mail
for confidential or sensitive communications.

• Remote network access for telecommuting employees may threaten network security.

• Telecommuting employees may compromise sensitive or confidential information they take
from the workplace.

• A business may be liable to software developers for violating the terms of software licenses if it
permits employees to use business software on non-business computers or if it inappropriately
uses software licensed to others.

• A business may sustain substantial financial losses if it invests in a new technology business line
that is ultimately unsuccessful.

• A business may face increased products liability exposure for selling new technology that
injures people or damages property.

• A business may face increased warranty exposure if it sells new technologies that fail to perform
as represented.

• A business may have professional liability to customers of a technology-focused service
business.

o Intangible Assets

• Improved collection and analysis of data for marketing purposes may increase market share.

• Internet marketing and transactional ability may increase market share.

• Business reputation may suffer if hackers post objectionable material on the business Web site,
reroute potential customers trying to access its Web site, or conduct distributed denial of service
attack.

• A business that fails to observe and address obsolescence of its technology-related product line
or service area may lose market share and revenue.

• A business that fails to recognize and respond to the emergence of a new technological
development may miss an important opportunity to expand its market share and revenue.

o Human Resources

• Adoption of new technology may improve or reduce employee productivity, depending on the
technology's capabilities and work force adaptability.
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• Employees may lose work time dealing with unexpected performance or reliability problems.

• Businesses may be able to attract and retain valuable employees, and improve employee morale,
by providing a flexible work environment that includes telecommuting.

• Businesses may face workers' compensation liability for work-related injuries in a
telecommuting employee's home.

• Telecommuting may strain employee relationships due to insufficient personal contact and non-
telecommuting employee resentment.

• Employee creativity in using new technology may provide unanticipated benefits.

• Technology may improve management of payroll, absence management, and employee
scheduling.

• The system may lose employee records if not regularly backed up.

• Employees may waste business resources and reduce productivity by excessive use of business
technology for personal reasons (for example, personal correspondence and purchases, personal
cell phone calls, and non business-related Web searches).

• A business may be liable for breach of an employee's privacy rights for secretly monitoring an
employee's use of e-mail or the Internet.

• Employees with e-mail may lose productive work time to managing their e-mail and deleting
spam.

• Adopting technology creates an ongoing need for technology support staff.

o Business Revenue and Entitlements

• Return on technology investment may be unexpectedly high or low.

• Billing and collection of accounts receivable may be improved.

• Loss of electronically stored accounts receivable may prevent billing.

• Business may lose revenue if technology upon which it depends to produce work or conduct
transactions with its customers is inoperable.

o Budgeted Costs

• Unexpected recovery costs for loss of electronically stored business records.

• Unexpected costs of repair, maintenance, implementation or ongoing support of new
technology.

• Reduced business premises rental costs, or increased space for productive activities, if business
records are stored electronically.
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• Contingency planning may be simplified by electronic back-up of business records.

• Accounts payable management may improve.

• Unexpected costs to repair unexpected accidental or intentional damage to the business' Web
site.

, " '

A business that receives most of its dust6~ers,' orders through itS Web ~ite will lose revenue and stiffer damage'
~ to its reputation if its Web site "crashes" and !t cannot process transactions; ... . .

o Customers

• A business may improve its service to customers through greater efficiency and Internet
transactions.

• A business may have legal liability to customers whose confidential information is stolen from
the business' Web site.

• The business may permanently lose customers it if is temporarily unable to serve them due to
technology problems.

o Suppliers

• A business may diversify supply sources by identifying supply sources on the Internet.

• A business may manage ordering of materials, supplies, and inventory more efficiently.

• A business may face disruption of essential supplies if it relies solely on Internet-based supply
lines without any back up.

o Community

• A generalized increase in the level of technology used in a community will Increase the
community's expectations of its businesses' capabilities.
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Potential Strategies to Address Technology Risk

D Carefully evaluate the capabilities and reliability of new technological investments, including
their likely costs and benefits, to determine whether the investment is likely to produce a return
sufficient to meet the business' criteria for new investments.

D Protect technology assets against risks of physical loss or damage.

D Have a complete, up-to-date inventory of computer hardware, software and peripheral devices
and keep a copy in a secure location off the business premises, including model, serial or product
number, date purchased, and price paid. Include the name and contact person of any vendor.

D If the business has a significant investment in technology, be certain it is covered by the business'
property insurance policy, or that supplemental policies are purchased to cover computer
equipment, peripherals, and media.

D Consider buying replacement cost coverage to ensure that the equipment can be replaced, and
know whether the policy covers costs of restoring data to the system after a loss.

D If the equipment is leased, know whether the business is responsible to insure the equipment,
and provide the appropriate coverage if it is.

• Using surge protectors

Securing equipment, especially smaU~uiPlllent such as laptops and cell phones, against

Securing- shared equipment that may b:; ~sedby multiple enipl~ye~ while not in use, and implelJ1,enting
and eDforcing a strict sign-out po~cy ;~~'

Asses~iqg fire risk on the busine~ .
bl~K}tsspread,'and extinguish it
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•

-"'_. _- ,_

Pr()tepting <?quipment.againsi, n
...... . -;.",'.".' ~ ",;;';" .,';

• mputers can be f~Pt'~ffth~fl~i, ala height
d having a: plan f~r fuovillg• them off site if

• In earthquake-prone areas, considering how computers and other technology (and the
furniture upon which they are locatec!) can be secured to avoid breakage during tremors.
FUn:Uttirecan often be secured with brackets fastened into the walJ ",ith strong screws .
.Computers can often be secured to ft1tpitur'l! using museum gel, hook and loop fasteners
VelICf()I9.or adhesive based . latches.

D If the business cannot operate without its computers, consider business interruption and extra
expense coverage.

D Protect media that stores important business records, and back it up daily, keeping a copy in a
secure location away from the business premises.

D Identify in advance the equipment the business will use to access its records if its own computer
equipment is destroyed or damaged.
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Have a contingency plan for restoring the system's functions, in the same or an alternative
location.

Have redundant or alternative systems for the technology or the function it performs.

If the business takes orders online, provide a "help line" telephone customers can call with
questions, and have it answered by an employee who can lead customers through the process.

Ensure that the business owner and other dependable employees know how to deal with simple
technology failures and maintenance issues, to minimize down time.

Perform regular maintenance at convenient times to avoid sudden, unexpected breakdowns.

Secure the system from external or internal attack.

Avoid liability for intellectual property infringement when posting materials on the business'
Web site by respecting trademark and copyright ownership rights of others.

Assign one responsible person to be familiar with risks related to Web site content and review
all material before posting on the Web site.

Avoid posting material that is obscene, defamatory, discriminatory, or otherwise offensive to the
broad, potentially worldwide audience that can access the Web site.

Avoid posting advertising and promotional material that makes promises or that may.be
construed as warranties, or that defames competitors.

Keep posted material relevant to the business.

Link to other sites only with permission, and don't frame their material in the business' frame.

Be familiar with contents of Web sites to which the business links, and include on the Web site
a disclaimer of endorsement of, or responsibility for, the contents of such Web sites.

Frequently check Web site linkages and remove or repair those that are broken or no longer
appropriate.

Secure the business' computer system and Web site against internal and external sabotage,
hacking, and theft or inappropriate access of information

If the business' Web site collects customer information, clearly post a "privacy policy" on the
Web site advising customers how that information will be used, to whom it will be disclosed (if
it will be disclosed), and follow that policy.

Adopt, train employees about, and enforce specific written policies and procedures governing
use of the Internet, e-mail, voice mail, and all other communications, including prohibitions of
personal e-mail or visiting or downloading from certain types of Web sites.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Keep records of employee training about business' policy regarding use of technology, and have
each trained employee sign and date a copy of the policy.

Tell employees to avoid discussion of confidential or proprietary matters in e-mail.

o

o
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Some Computer Security Techniques ..

• Require all users to have, use, a~d ~riodically change their passwords. Train users about
password security (for example, do not tell others the password, do not post it on the
workstation, and do not use easily identifiable passwords).

• Install and regularly update firewall and virus detection software.

• Limit system access to those with a business need.

• Identify and address system vulnerabilities to unauthorized pvt.p.,..,,,1

• Regularly monitor system for succes

• Jd~A~i~nd install software m~

• Tuni:d<;!1l'.SO:ftwarefeatures that you

• Encrypt ~onfidential information stored '~n computers about custohters and/or employees,
including social security numbers, employment and employee health records, financial
information, credit and academic records, customer credit card numbers, and other
.identifying information.

• Be familiar with special securityrecommendations for "always on" !ntetnetconnections such .as DSL
and 1;:\ Lines and for wireless Intemet.connections.

79

o Prohibit e-mail content that is offensive, discriminatory, defamatory, or sexually harassing.

o Teach employees about computer viruses and worms, provide virus-screening software, and
teach employees how to spot and avoid potential viruses. (For example by not opening an e-mail
attachment from an unknown party, and by verifying an attachment to an e-mail from someone
they do know before they open it, if the attachment is unexpected).

o Regularly update technology policies and procedures and conduct refresher training.

o If monitoring employee use of e-mail, Internet, voice mail, or other communications, include
notice of the monitoring in the business' policies and procedures, advise employees of the policy
during training, and include in the acknowledgement of training a statement that use of the
business' systems constitutes consent to the monitoring by the employee.(')

o Ensure that employees know that e-mail cannot be readily deleted, and can often be retrieved
from the system even if they have deleted it and emptied their "trash." Encourage them to
compose e-mail carefully, keeping in mind its potential permanence and possible effect in
litigation.

o Establish a written telecommuting policy that establishes criteria for approving an employee for
regular telecommuting.

o Have a clear, written agreement with any employee who will regularly telecommute, which may,
among other matters, identify the work the employee will perform, the hours of work, the means
by which the employee and the business will communicate, allocate the responsibility for
providing equipment the employee will use and any security requirements the employee must
observe, and require the employee to maintain a safe workstation in the home.

I The Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986, 18 U.S.c. 2511. 2701 prohibits
interception of electronic communications without consent of one of the parties to the
communication. Other state laws may apply. To ensure compliance with the laws of the
state in which the business operates. have an attorney prepare the policy language.
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o
o

Decide whether an employee, a contractor, or both will support the business' technology.

If the business owner or trusted employee(s) will perform most technical support, provide
appropriate training and identify back-up support.

Identify potential technology contractors by asking trusted sources that have hired contractors
for similar projects.

Carefully check credentials and references for any new employees or contractor who will
support the business' technology.

If hiring a contractor, require identification of its employee(s) that will work on the project, and
obtain their credentials and references.

Have any contractor commit to a back-up plan for completing the project if its assigned staff
member leaves.

Ensure that the business owner and appropriate employees know how to perform basic functions
needed to keep the system operating.

Use business software only in accordance with the scope of the license granted.

Assign an employee who knows about software license and compatibility issues to approve in
advance all software installation.

Keep an inventory of all software purchased by the business and all software loaded on each
computer.

Monitor software installation and use for compliance with scope of use permitted by each
license.

Train employees not to install software owned by others (including themselves) on the business'
computers.

Tell employees to avoid discussion of confidential or proprietary matters in e-mail.

Prohibit e-mail content that is offensive, discriminatory, defamatory, or sexually harassing.

Teach employees about computer viruses and worms, provide virus-screening software, and,

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
Train employees not to install the business' software onto computers not owned by the business.

Use wireless communications technology to enhance customer service and contact with
employees.

Establish and enforce reasonable safety rules limiting use of cell phones or computers while
driving on business, and have employees sign a statement acknowledging those rules.

o
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o Train employees to promptly respond to messages.

o If operating a technology-centered business, routinely read business publications to spot trends
and emerging changes in the market.

o Respond to changes in customer's needs and in the industry.

o Improve business efficiency by adopting new technology and providing training to help
employees successfully adapt.
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Management: Risk Checklists

Potential Sources of Management Risk

o Business planning (researching and devising an overall business strategy and making adjustments
as required).

o Financial oversight (managing the business' use of its money to ensure it meets its obligations and
achieves its goals).

. 0 Workforce management (hiring and retaining a group of employees with the appropriate skills to
help the business achieve its goals).

o Quality assurance (setting standards for the business' products and services and implementing
systems to meet those standards).

o Contingency management (planning in advance to respond to unexpected developments,
including crises and opportunities).

Potential Effects of Management Risk

o Tangible Assets and Financial Resources

• A carefully considered business plan will help the business enter its market well financed and
with the resources it needs to be successful.

• Failure to develop a business plan may prevent the owner from obtaining necessary financing,
and increase the risk of business failure.

• A business is most likely to achieve its financial goals if it chooses the correct legal form
(corporation, partnership, sole proprietorship, etc.) after consulting with a legal or business
advisor.

• A business that fails to comply with federal, state, and local laws and regulations may face legal
liability, an order to close its business premises and/or cease operations, fines, and other criminal
sanctions.

• An inadequat~ quality assurance effort may result in legal liability to third parties for delivery
of defective products and services.

• Failure to closely monitor the details of the business' finances may cause a potentially profitable
business to fail.

• Business management that is not closely involved with its workforce may face financial and
other business property losses due to embezzlement, pilferage, and inefficient use of resources.

• A business that does not plan in advance for the effect of unexpected events on tangible assets
and financial resources it needs to operate may be forced out of business if an unexpected
negative event occurs.

o Intangible Assets

• Market share may be improved by prior research and choice of an appropriate location for the
business.
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~ ~
o Tax records -.businesses need accurate financial records to d()Cument and support their reporting and payment

~()ftaxes -. Businesses that do not have records to support their reported sales,'deductible expenses, and payron
:may find theY'bave ahigher ~+()bligation than planned. ~ may also.be liable for interest and penalties. ......
;~, :'c\:, :< ',,_._ . ". "'~'. T«'; "'.. .:;' ••..,.::,. "'_",·"'''i::"':~'':·::':<':'' C:"" ' ,.!:::, ....w· "-'. '"
.i .. ...• •.. %i •. . . .... .h ','

o . Internal controls -:;..a diverse set'of methods and practices adopted by a business owner to protect. business as~s.
monitor employees' compliance with business policies and procedures, ensure accuracy of business financial
records. and otherwise promote efficient operation.
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•

Accounts receiyable - themoney owed to atbusiness by customers for goOds and services they havealrea y
, received, ,', :~:,~~iness that timely inv?ices.~d coll~ts;'its accounts . . . .
a~cordingly inlr~?ve~ itscas'b flo\\i: Bula busWess that mal}~gt!s'its·acc6 eivable .(lOO~ly;~ylosingrecords, •.

."'failing to invoice; or failing to follow up on late payments; will have ~'lower co lection nite and reduced revt;nUes.

o ~Accounts payable - the money a business owes.to others for goods and serVices provided to the business. A
,business that negotiates favocible payment reguirements and pays as agreed wiUimprove its cash flow compaI-ed

.......~to a 1?us~ess;ql'at .misses .pa~~~~~ and.ac#s.~nalties. :A;tIDsi~ess that ~ages its accQi(pi:s payable
.......·:andfails to ma:k~payments as tiqll.ired, atso ~~. being cut"bjfpy ciucial suppliers. ;;;K ..

. - ....:... . _.- ,- "::,,-,.""''''-.' , ,.,', ,':'.'- ',:0:

~usiness fixed-and variable expenses - the COStS of operating ~e 1?usiness,pixe<i expenses (st.ch as rental 0 ,e
rysine~s pre!Utses) usually continue at the same ..rate wheth~[ the businessfis ~usy and wgrl@.govertime, ,Pt;:!~"..'

;',."f~rce? ...•to close itemporarily. \k,,\'ariab1e !elwn~s (such ;,~ inyeJltoryw,~d elies) v . . the businesS;
"';t:operations: If'tlie pusiness is open ad,ditioJlaFh?llf~ duriD~th:holiday, seaso is likel
related expenses than it will if it is forCed to~iose 'due' to a flie on the premises;

"".__ .,,,'. ", .. " "' "'-""""

0,..;E)ue diligen~:e ~~hen a busin'~~$~cquires llJl9t!t~roperation (f()r example, the owner of one local restaurantb»ys
another restaurant it believe; ~hils potential) .it'may acquire' both that' business' assets and its liabilities and
obligations. These unexpected liabilities and obligations can drain the new owner's reserves and, in severe cases,
destroy the acquiring business.

• The business' credit rating and ability to borrow money may be affected by the quality of its
financial management.

• The business' reputation with its customers may be improved by effective quality assurance and
workforce management activities.

mailto:wgrl@.govertime,
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Ci!lardCredit Rating
A business' cf~dilrating affects the wilpng~ess of lenders to make loans to the business, and is closely linked to

. the business'timdy payment of its outstariding loan obligations. A business that manages its cash flow and
payment of loan obligations to ensure a favorable credit rating will more easily obtain new credit and will be
better positioned to take advantage of opportunities to expand. A business .that fails to make timely payments
may lose its existing lines of credit and be unable to continue operating.

o Human Resources

• Careful selection of employees that have the appropriate technical and interpersonal skills for
the job will assemble a workforce that can deliver high quality products and good customer
service.

• Close but supportive management involvement with employees and consistent and fair treatment
may reduce employee turnover.

• Adoption and consistent re-enforcement of standard procedures for business processes will help
employees achieve goals for quality of products and services.

o Business Revenue and Entitlements

• Inadequate research and planning may produce inaccurate business revenue and cash flow
projections.

• Management choice of an industry that is in decline, or an inappropriate location for the industry
chosen, may depress revenues.

• Management recognition of changes in the industry or community, and the opportunities and
challenges they present, may help the business adapt to a changing environment.

• Management failure to identify government incentive programs may deprive the business of
useful resources.

85

Each potential business form has advantages and disadvantages. som6~f the i~portaJ1t issues .. " .

A sole proprietorship costs less to create, but exposes the owner to unlimited liability for the rosiness'
obligations. Jncome from a sole proprif.!tor~hip is generally taxed one time as the.owner's income ..x: '0'" >\it\ "-i/' ~:---- ;:' oj:'

A corporati0e ~~ts more to estab~sh.~t"iliYJgfeeS with the state gove~~nt and likely attorn~?,'sJees~,~ur.
usually insulates the owner from persori~1illbility for the business' obli 'ations. ,.Incorporating as..a Subchapter.
'.S Corporation.!has federal income tax:aa~antages.· ":,

A Partn~~J'can;be created at low ~ost:'imt~~ay expose all the.partne ability for the businessjobljgations,
inc1udingthose incurred by one partner:c:with0ut the knowledge or coe~entof the othe~. Some states permit
newer forms of partnership which provide partners some protection from bUSiness obligations,
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D Budgeted Costs

• Inadequate research and planning may produce inaccurate operating cost projections.

D Customers

• Failure to identify competition or the target customer base when choosing a location may
prevent a new business from attracting an adequate number of customers.

• An insufficient marketing strategy, or inadequate implementation of the strategy, may fail to
attract customers.

• A business that depends on one or a very limited number of customers/clients may fail if it loses
the business of even one of those customers.

o Suppliers

• A business that relies on exclusive suppliers for critical parts of its operations increases the
chance its operations will be disrupted by a supplier failure.

D Community

• A business that is incompatible with one or more characteristics of the surrounding community
is less likely to succeed.

Potential Strategies to Address Management Risk

o Before starting a business, thoroughly research the industry, its market, the costs of doing
business, the availability of financing, and the needs of the target community, and use this
information to prepare a written business plan that includes specific financial projections based
on a range of assumptions about initial success.

o Review the plan annually and make changes as needed.

o Before choosing a business form, research the advantages and disadvantages of business forms
recognized in the business' jurisdiction and compare them to the needs of the business.

o Seek competent professional advice from an attorney and a certified public accountant to
determine which form best meets the business' needs.

o Choose an appropriate location that provides easy access to the target market for the business'
goods or services.

o Prepare a marketing plan that addresses how the business will compete in the existing market,
the level of demand for the good or service to be offered, and whether the franchisor (if any) will
price the product or service to give the business the projected profit.

Contingencies are events that may, but are not certain to, occur.' Contingencies can be positive (a business'
closest competitor goes out of business) or negative (a flood or fire destroys the business' inventory and
premises). They may affect any or all of the resources a business needs to operate successfully. Successful
contingency management minimizes the likelihood and consequences of negative events, while taking advantage
of unexpected opportunities. Businesses that cannot respond to these challenges and opportunities are more
likely to experience the negative consequences of risk than are businesses that can adapt and move forward.

1 Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary copyright © 2002.
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o Research in advance the federal, state, and local laws and regulations that apply to the business
and factor cost of compliance into business projections.

o Recognize opportunities and challenges - businesses and their environments are not static. Stay
sufficiently alert to identify opportunities and challenges, and sufficiently flexible to respond,
even if that requires a departure from the existing business plan.

o When acquiring an existing business or operation, conduct a "due diligence" investigation to be
certain there are no unexpected liabilities and obligations accompanying the assets and customer
base.

o Retain an attorney to be certain any acquisition of another business is structured to minimize the
acquiring business' exposure to the acquired business' obligations.

o Establish and use a business record keeping system (the data will be most useful if it is in
database form on a computer) to record business transactions, orders by customers, shipping
dates, and other important business data.

o Regularly check revenue and expenses against projections to evaluate whether the business is
meeting, exceeding, or falling short of plan, and make adjustments to address emerging
problems or take advantage of unexpected opportunities.

o Pay suppliers and lenders on time. When starting a new business, plan for an initial period of
negative cash flow by having sufficient funds to pay suppliers and lenders.

o Try to negotiate contracts that relieve the business of some or all of a fixed expense (such as a
lease payment) if it is unable to operate due to a disaster.

o Look for opportunities to reduce the business' cost of producing its product or service without
diminishing the quality of the business' products and services.

o Establish and follow requirements for accepting checks and extending credit.

o Invoice accounts receivable as quickly as possible following the transaction. Establish a date
certain for payment and follow up if payment is not received .
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o

o

Insure negative risks that the business cannot afford to pay from its own financial resources.

Prepare a staffing plan and detailed job descriptions before hiring, to ensure that staffing is
adequate but not excessive, and that the skills of the staff meet the needs of the business.

Request customer feedback about the business' customer service.

Prepare written business procedures that let employees know what the owner expects, and that
can be used as a training tool.

Teach employees how to perform their responsibilities according to the standards of the
business, including technical skills, interpersonal, "customer service" skills, and business ethics.

Provide effective leadership and fair treatment to motivate employees to do the best job possible.

Recognize and reward employee contributions and achievements and solicit their ideas about
improving the business processes.

Know customers' needs and respond to changes in those needs.

Follow legal or regulatory requirements that apply to the business' goods or services.

Adopt and implement internal quality standards and business processes that produce goods or
services that meet those standards.

Measure performance against the internal quality standards.

Identify and plan for the challenges and opportunities that may unexpectedly confront the
business.

o
o

o

o

o

o
o

o

o

o

* * *
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Appendix

Additional Small Business Risk Resources

The URLslisted here were verified as of December 2003.
Internet addresses may change over time.

Americans With Disabilities Act

United States Department of Justice

www.usdoj.gov

ADA Business Connection - Website for Business

http://www.usdoj.gov/crt/ada/business.htm

Checklist for Readily Achievable Barrier Removal

http://www.usdoj.gov/crt/adalcheckweb.htm

Disaster

American Red (ross

Disaster Resources

http://www.redcross.org/services/disaster/keepsafe/0,1082,0_501 _,OO.html

Institute for Business and Home Safety

Business Disaster Related Resources, including Open for Business, a guide to preparing to remain
open after disasters

www.ibhs.org

Public Entity Risk Institute

Links to numerous free risk management related publications in library and on symposium site

www.riskinstitute.org

After the Disaster: What Do I Do Now?

http://www.riskinstitute.org/ptrdocs/AftertheDisaster.pdf

The Role of Insurance in Business Disaster Planning and Recovery

http://www.riskinstitute.org/lib_art.asp?art_id=1055 '

United States Department of Homeland Security

Ready.gov

www.ready.gov

http://www.usdoj.gov
http://www.usdoj.gov/crt/ada/business.htm
http://www.usdoj.gov/crt/adalcheckweb.htm
http://www.redcross.org/services/disaster/keepsafe/0,1082,0_501
http://www.ibhs.org
http://www.riskinstitute.org
http://www.riskinstitute.org/ptrdocs/AftertheDisaster.pdf
http://www.riskinstitute.org/lib_art.asp?art_id=1055
http://www.ready.gov


Drug Free Workplace
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United States Federal Emergency Management Agency
www.fema.gov

Are you Ready? A Guide to Citizen Preparedness

http://www.fema.gov/areyouready/

Emergency Management Guide for Business and Industry

http://www.fema.govllibrarylbizindex.shtm

Information about specific types of hazards:

http://www.fema.gov/hazards/

United States Department of Labor
Drug Free Workplace Small Business Workplace Kit
http://www.dol.gov/asp/programs/drugs/workingpartners/screen1.htm
Drug Free Workplace Advisor

http://www.dol.gov/elaws/drugfree.htm

Employment Law

United States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
www.eeoc.gov

United States Department of Labor
Programs and Services

http://www.dol.gov/dol/audience/aud-employers.htm#DOLprograms

Wages and Hours Division - New Business Guide

http://www.dol.gov/esalregs/compliance/whd/newbus3.htm

Environmental Law

United States Environmental Protection Agency
Small Business Ombudsman

www.epa.gov/sbo

Links to state environmental agency web sites

http://www.smallbiz-enviroweb.org/sbalseasbapweb.htrnl

http://www.fema.gov
http://www.fema.gov/areyouready/
http://www.fema.govllibrarylbizindex.shtm
http://www.fema.gov/hazards/
http://www.dol.gov/asp/programs/drugs/workingpartners/screen1.htm
http://www.dol.gov/elaws/drugfree.htm
http://www.eeoc.gov
http://www.dol.gov/esalregs/compliance/whd/newbus3.htm
http://www.epa.gov/sbo
http://www.smallbiz-enviroweb.org/sbalseasbapweb.htrnl
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Family Medical Leave Act
United States Department of Labor

Family Medical Leave Act Advisor

www.dol.gov/elaws/fmla.htm

Franchises
United States Federal Trade Commission

Consumer Guide to Buying a Franchise

http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/investfbuyfran.htm

Franchises and Business Opportunities Page

http://www.ftc.gov /bcp/franchise/netfran.litm

United States Small Business Administration
Information about Franchises through Women's Business Center

http://www.onlinewbc.gov /docs/starting/franchises.html

General Business Information

Chambers of Commerce
http://online-chamber.com

Commerce Clearing House
Business Owners' Toolkit

http://www.toolkit.cch.com

Service Corps of Retired Executives
www.score.org

Small Business Development Centers
www.asbdc-us.org

United States Small Business Administration
u.s. Business Advisor

www.business.gov

United States Small Business Administration
Publications - Small Business Management Series

http://www.sba.gov/library/pubs.html

Marketing Your Business for Success Workbook

http://www .sba. gOY/ gopher/B usi ness- Development/B u siness- Initi ati ve s- Education-
Training/Marketing-Plan/

http://www.dol.gov/elaws/fmla.htm
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/investfbuyfran.htm
http://www.ftc.gov
http://www.onlinewbc.gov
http://online-chamber.com
http://www.toolkit.cch.com
http://www.score.org
http://www.asbdc-us.org
http://www.business.gov
http://www.sba.gov/library/pubs.html
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Intellectual Property
United States Copyright Office

www.loc.gov/copyright

Copyright Basic Information

http://www.copyright.gov/circs/circl.html

United States Patent and Trademark Office
General Information Concerning Patents

http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/generall

Basic Facts About Trademarks

http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/tac/doclbasic/

Products Liability
Consumer Products Safety Commission

www.cpsc.gov

Taxes'
United States Internal Revenue Service

Small Business Web Site

http://www.irs.govlbusinesses/smaillindex.htmi

VVorkplace Safety
United States Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration

http://www.osha.gov/

Small Business Page

http://www.osha.gov/SmallBusiness/index.html

OSHA Handbook for Small Businesses

http://www.osha.govlPublications/osha2209.pdf

OSHA Publications for Small Businesses

http://www.osha.gov/SmallBusiness/OSHAPub.html

Links to State Occupational Safety and Health Plans

http://www.osha.gov/fso/osp/index.html

Public Entity Risk Institute
Summer Hazards for Outdoor Workers

http://www.riskinstitute.orgllib_art.asp?art_id=1026
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